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ECONOMIC ECTS OF DIFFERENT ;LLOCATIONS OF GROUND WATER
WITHIN AGRICULTURE IN THE iILTON-FREWATER AREI OF OREGON

CHAPTER I

INTROLUCTION

The Problem Situation

In 1956 a cooperative regional research project dealing 1th the

econoaic effects of laws and related institutions on the usage of

ground water was undertaken. The eooperating states were New exico,

Colorado, Utah and Oregon. /

The justification for undertaking the project was based upon the

important place ground water use has assumed in the rapidly growing

industrial and agricultural deve3.opnent of the est, In some areas

of the participating states overdrafting' has resulted in a fall

in the iater table. This has created keen competition among the users

of the remaining water supplies with accompanying 1gal problems of

priority rights.

This study is & part of Oregon's contribution to the project.

The Waila Waila valley on the Oregon side of the border was selected

for intensive study. Limited experience with thc legal aspects of

ground water rationing in Oregon made it impossible to evaluate legal

experience from an economic standpoint,

J The regional project was named Economic Analysis of Laws and
Related Institutions I'ffecting Ground-water Use in the Western

States. This project was assi;ied a regional project number of

v.42. The research is financial by state and federal funds on a

aatching basis,

Defined as "overdraft is the volume of ground water removed in
excess of recharge from aquifers within a particular geographic
area and for a specified period of time." J. Herbert or (34)
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Economic analysis of ground .ater problers lies between physical

investjation on the one hand and legal studies on the other.

iconotaic analysis ay be considered as the factor hich links the two

together, In past studies o ground water resources either the physi-

cal or legal aspects has received maJor emphasis there has been a

concurrent neglect of the economic phase of the problen. in this

study attantion is focused on the economic im;lications of allocating

ground water. It has bcn mainly economic pressure which has led to

the enactent of laws and which has determined their success or

failures, even though the physical and legal aspects have been most

in the limelight.

The specific geographic area used in the study arose froni con-

sultation with the State ..n4nr's Office in Salem. The en,ineers

ere asced jf they knew of an area where raund water icd.ht beeone

limited nd where hydrographical data would be available, The part

or the aila ha valley situated on the Oregon side of the

ashingtonOregon border vas found to be well suited for the study oX'

the possible effects of allocating ground water to different uss. It

was an area which hau recently been thoroughly stuciied by the state

engineers. aps have been dran showing all iniportant ditches,

creeks, and rivers in the valley as well as the number of wells

drilled .t'or irrigation purposes Data pertaining to water right8 ofl

each streaK! were also available1 !ater rihts are classified by
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adjudicated rights issued before 1909 and rights issued after 1909. V
All the water from the Walla .a1la River and the Tall streais

has been appropriated, and additional surface water will not. be

available in the foreseeable future, expansion in the use of

irrigation water will have to be supplied from ground i'ater sources.

At the present time the water table is not being lowered but

additional well drilling could create overdrafts. In such a situa-

tion the State 2nineer's Office would be forced to tac action. He

could prevent the development of additional ground water and under

existing law he could not disturb existing rights, yet if water should

be rationed who should get it? Should economics play a role in the

rationing process? If so, what role should it play?

The valley is characterized by two distinct types of faruing.

In the area around the Yalla Aralia River bed the domi.naat crop is

commercial fruit which is irrigated primari: from surface water from

the river, This area will hereafter be referred to as the ilton-

?reewater area. In the area west of the cities of .4ilton-Freewatcr

the major crops are grain, alfalfa hay and sugar beets; the prin-

cipal source of water here is ground water as the few natural streams

become dry in the early spring. This area will hereafter be referred

to as the Umapine area. This characteristic division in the agricul-

tural pattern makes the valley suitable for an econoic analysis

/ Much of these data were obtained from the State ater Resources

i3oard office. This office has analyzed much of the primary data
collected by the State hngineer's office on water rights.
Adjudicated rights of a strea1n means: the court hears all the
testimony, gets all the records and information available, and
allocates the water in the 4ven stream to various claimants on
the moat just and equitable basis,
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of ground water allocation problems. (S e Figure 1)

Statement of Ob4ectivea

The objectives of the study can be suiarited in the following

two statetaents:

3., To predict the economic consequences of various allocations

of ground water within agriculture in the alla Walia River

basin on the Oregon side ox the Washington-Oregon border

line,

2, To evabiate the possibility of establishing economic criteria

for making a priority rating for the beneficial use of ground

water.

The Plan of the Thesis

The plrpose of this section is to give an explicit outline of

the topics that will be discussed in the following chapters.

In Chapter II the area in which the study was conducted will he

described in detail, it is believed that to understand fully the

peculiarities of the ground water problems in the area it is necessary

to understand the geolo' of the area as well as other physical

features such as climate end soil conditions. 5uch historical topics

as land use, livestock production, irrigation from streans as well as

from ground water, in addition to the amount of available ground

water in storage will, be discussed. 4ueh rnphasis has been placed

on the hydrology of the area especially with reference to underground

water sources.
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The analytical franewor< for achieving efficient use of water

resources by the use of ground water law is presented in Chapter III.

There has been some disagreement araong economists as to the role

economics cen play in this problem. The literature available is

alyzed crjtical],y. The economic criteria around which this study

is centered will also be developed in this section. A brief discus-

sion of the ground water laws in Oregon will be included. The

discussion will include Statutory as well as Coson law pertaining

to ground water. A United States Supreme Court case dealing with a

dispute between Washington and Oregon over a shortage ox irrigation

water in the area will also be discussed.

In Chapter IV the empirical methodology will be prtsented.

First the sampling universe will be described; next. will be discussed

t.kie sampling technique that was used in detex'nd.ning the farms which

should be interviewed, and, finally, bhe way in which the collection

of priary as well a3 secondary datd was conQucted. il1 be developed.

Thereafter follows a section describing the method of economic

alysis that will be used.

In Chapter V the results of the empirical, analysis are presented.

The frameoxt of analysis is used to decuonstrate the most economically

efficient course of action in the allocation of ground water. How-

ever, it is not adaptable to demonstrate which alternative uses that

are most. preferable. What might appear to an economist as an ideal

allocation of ground water to certain uses might conflict with other

interpretation of an ideal allocation. Another way of saying this
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is that the "niost economic's allocation of water my involve a re-

dstributjon of income, This leads to value judgrtents hich takes

one outside the normal confines of economics.

The task of applying the models to practical water problins

which ad nistrators face in their work will be taken up in Chapter

VI. Finally, an effort iU be made to formulate conclusions and

recnmendation8 based on the information established by the analysi



CHAPTER II

o THE A]EA

Historical Background

The a1la alla valley, in northeastern Oragon (Figure 1), is

one of the oldest settled districts in the stats. it is situated in

the northern part of Umatill county in the better part of the al1a

alla River basin. This is a roughly triangular area of about 1300

square ?!iiles reaching from the Columbia river to the crest of the Blue

ountains which are 45 miles distant. However, this study is concerned

only with that part of the area situated in the State of Oregon. It

comprises about 35,000 acres of land lying between the State line an

the Blue Mountains.

The main stream is t.he talla Walla diver which is .a non

navigable, natural water course eing into the Columbia river.

Its principal tributaries are Dry Creek and il1 Creec hich are

situated aLnost wholly within the State of washington; Birch Creek,

Pine Creek, Couse Creek and The 4orth Fork which are all rtiostly

located within Oregon in the vicinity of the cities of Milton arid

Freewater.

The dry, hot surnxners, relatively frost tree seasons, fertile

soils and the dependable sources of water were factors which ade

irrigation profitable for the first farners in the area The most

conpact and most intensively cultivated body of land irrigated in

the area is largely planted to fruit crops and lies between Milton

and the State line. The Walla Walla river divides here into several
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natural branches which are used and controlled as ditches. The water

in these branches is ueed intensively for irrigation which causes it

to be distributed over a wide area. As a consequence or this and the

nature of the soil, it seeps into the ground and is to all appear-

ance lost for surface use. However, part of the water is collected

in underwater streaaz and is returned to the surface for further use

by means of natural springs and artificial wells.

This water seeping phenomenon has been verified in the years

following the freeze of 1955 which destroyed many orchards. The land

upon which the dead fruit trees were standing was not irrigated and

as a consequence of this many wells mtill in use in th surrounding

area wont dry.

In general the shallow wells in the !T!lton-Freewater area will

not compete with the wells in the Umapine area br the supply of

ground water. The shallow wells are receiving their water front the

water bearing layers above a hard subsoil formiar4on which consist of

a conglomerate of stone and clay cenented together, fonning an

impenetrable pan. The ground water above the pan is recharged from

irrigation water percolated through the soil and by procipitation.

However, any tarked expansion in irrigation in the Milton-Freewater

area probably will come fran deeper wells and will be in competition

with the Unapine area. The wells deeper than 200 feet receive their

water supply frt other strata. This is the case for nearly all the

wells ix the Umapine area. any of the deep wells of the Urnapine

area have a depth of nioro than 1000 feet and penetrate the water
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bearing basalt formation. The use of ground water in those strata ia

not limited to the Umapine and i1tcn-Freewator area but in addition

the hashington side 01' the val'ey also participates. The inter-

relationship of ground water between the areas is such that both

areas might tap water from the basalt aquifers. iIowever, only a

araall amount of water can be tapped from the aquifers in the gravel

deposits outside the Milton-Freewater area. The gravel formations

are found as tongues in the clay formations of the Umapine area and

provide for some of the water supplies in the shallow wells in the

area. The water supply is contingent upon the deuree of irrigation

in the 1ilton-Freewater area as the recharge of water conies primarily

from percolating irrigation water,

In the Umapine area the cropping pattern has been changed to a

considerable extent. The tendency is to move azay from grain crops

toward niore intensive crops such as sugar beets, lima beans, green

peas, sweet corn and alfalfa hay. These crops recuire much more

water during the growing season than do grain crops hiie grain

crops are irrigated once or twice, the snore intensive crops are

irrigated up to ten times during the growing season. Eprinkler

irrigation is coming more and more into use in the Umapine crea which

means that the water is being utilized etore effectively than would be

the case with ditch irrigation, The plants are utilizing ot of the

water with sprinkler irrigation and only a very small percentage is

allowed to percolate through the ground for later to return to the

wells.
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The land pattern for the two areas is shown in Table 1. The

areas are broken down into three census enumeration districts namely

South timapine, North Uznapirie and Crocket which are numerated 15, 16,

arid 17 respectively in the table. Those districts do not give a

clear picture of the crop pattern in either of the two areas because

the border line between tne enumeration districts goes directly

through the city of Freewater, thus leaving ich of the fruit to be

accounted for in the umapine area. (See Figure 2)

Seventy one percent of the total acreage is in cropland of which

51 percent is irrigated. One reason for thia low irrigation percent

is that the hills surrounding th valley arc included in the total

area. The irrigation percentage would increase to about 75 percent

if only the valley floor is considered.

Orchards constitute about 15 percent of the cropland harvested

while vegetable crops make up about 19 percent These two are the

major crops in the Milton-Freewater area where the irrigated land

amounts to about 83 percent of the total area.

The kind of fruit trees which make up the orchards is illustrated

in Table 2. Apples and prune trees take the major part of the acreage.

of the farms do not irrigate all enterprises. 'or instance, 15

f.rms reported that apple trees were not irrigatod. It does not

follow that all land on those farns is not irrigated. Unfortunately,

it has not been posiule to obtain I roi the Census the acreage of non-

irrigated land, so the figures in the table indicate number of farm8

reporting non-irrigated enterprises.
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Table 1. Land Use in the Three umoration Districts, south
Umapine, North Umapine and Crockat Umatilla County,
1954 1/

Source: U. S. Departnieat of Cornerce, Bureau of th.e Census.
Census of Agriculture: 1954. Through courtesy of the Portland
branch of the Bureau of the Census it has been possible to break
down the data into enumeration districts,

/ 4.3 percent of total acreage is irrigated
51 percent of total cropland is irrigated
34 percent of other is irrigated

2 152 504

TOTAL ACIUS 15,734 4850 15,342 35,926 100

1. Acres of cropland 12,375 258 12,858 25,491 71.

a. Crop1at harvested: 9620 258 9512 19590
Hay 2439 118 501 3058
Grain 2785 65 4.673 7523
Grass seed 10 8 0 10
Vegetable 746 0 2975 3721
Sugar beeta 1671 75 278 2024
Irish potatoes 22 0 30 52
Orchard 2024 0 933 2957
Other 123 0 122 245

b. Cropland pastured 1699 0 309 2008

Cropland summer fallow 304 0 2488 2792

ci. Cropland (other cultiv,

2. wood land

552

72

0

10

549

529

1101

1321 4

3. Other Land inc1. pasture) 2577 4582 1955 9114 25

T(YFAL ACRES IRRIG/,TED 11,263 348 3676 15,487 43/
Cropland 9252 258 3442 12,952 5].
Pasture 201]. 90 434 2535 34



Apples 

Peaches 

Pears 

Cherries 

Plums & Frunes 

Apricots 

Table 2, Distribution of Type of Fruit Trees within 288 Orchards and the 
Degree of Irrigation in the i4.ilton-Freewater Area, 1954 

61 

145 

252 

42 

10 

21 

3 

Number of Number of 
KInd of Number kstimated trees not trees of' Number of farms irrigated / 
fruit trees of acres / :of bearing bearing 

:5 None Who Part No C 

165 1096 19,839 22,773 15 141 8 

106 132 3,991 6,063 5 98 

55 9U 1,278 8 48 

222 1,491 15,520 

1441 32,022 140,593 

U 

129 

218 

35 

Source: U. S. Department of Coierce, Direau of the Census, Census of Agriculture: 1954 

/ Estimated from requirements of trees per acre when total acreage is known. 

j No crop harvested. 

Does not add to total because soiie fains might be included in more than one classification of 
trees. 

Total - 2957 250 12 2 

314 554 

2 1 

4 1 

6 0 

12 1 

2 2 
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The acreago of the fruit farms is shown in Table 3. ost of the

farms have relatively small acreages. Eighty six percent have less

than 20 acres and only five percent are larger than 30 acres.

Table 3 Size of Fruit Farms Measured in Acres

Size Tumber Relative cumulative
in of frequency j

Acres farms tercent

Under 1.00

1.00 - 2.49

2.50 - 4.99

5.00 - 9.99

10.00 - 19.99

20.00 - 29.99

30.00 - 49.99
50.00 - 99.99

over 100

Total

Source: 11. S. Department of Gommerce, ureau of the Census, Census
of Agriculture: 1954

The data on which the figures ifl the tables are based were

collected before the severe freeze of 1955 which killed marty trees

and destroyed some orchards completely. Lowever, many of the

orchards have been replanted. It Is doubtful that the acreage per

farm has changed materially although a change in the composition of

enterprises could have taken place.

12 4.1

3? 17 1

51 34.7

65.3

60 6 .1

25 94 $

U 6

4 100.0

0
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The area of MiLLton-Freewater is primarily a cash crop area whra

livestock plays a minor role in ciaking up the annual income of the

farters. Høwever, this is not the case in the Uiapine area. Live-

stock is quite important on many of the farms as cattle .nd sheep per-

mit the utilization of the sloping hills and poorer land to a greater

extent than many enterprises. The number and kinds of livestock in

the three enumeration districts are Dreserited in Table 4.

Table 4. Number of Animals on Farms in the Three
Enumeration Districts, South Uinapine, North
Uinapine and Crocket, Urnatilla County, 1954

Source: U. S. Department of Couierce, Bureau of the Census, Census
of Agriculture: 1954

Physical Background

The physical features of the Jalla a1la basin were formed during

the Glacial periods. The only consolidated rock in the basin is the

Columbia giver basalt begins in the Bluc Mountains forming a

Kind of Livestock
Enumeration Districts Total

for
hols area15 16 1

Number of farms reporting 207 2 79 288

Number of cattle 3812 640 1704 6156
Milk cows 1014 1 300 1315
Other cows 738 294 446 1478

432}Ie&fers 1159 l35 1776
Bull. & Steers 90]. 160 526 1587

NUBEB OF IJORSe9 9]. 10 60 161

NUii3TR OF SHEE? 1263 0 220 143

NU1BR OF HOGS 516 0 317 833
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westward declining slope which meets two other slopes, one coming

from the North the other from the South, forming a synclinal trough

at the bottom of the valley. The basalt is of volcanic origin and is

considered to have been formed during the 4iocene epoch. It covers

the original bed rock in laers more than 3000 feet thick and as yet

the original rock has not been reached in orilling in the Jalla Walla

basin.

( top of the basalt are aeposited several unconsolidated i'orma-

tions among which the two most iiaportant are the clays and the gravels,

The oldest and largest of those deposits, which fill the center of

the alla Walla basin, consists of clay 500 or aore feet thick. It
does not occur in the tillable soils but is known only from ctrilling.

The gravel deposits are of recent ag, of baa it origin and deposited

along the older courses of the streams. These gravels occur on the

surface in some parts ol' the Milton-?reewater area and are in

places up to 300 feet thick forming a hard pan. The gravels are so

cemented together that in most cases they stand together as unsupport-

ed walls in dug wells The gravel formations are found as tongues in

the clay formations of the Umapine area but in no place do they occur

on the surface (3d).

The soils in the r4ilton-Freewater area consist predominantly of

the Yalthga soil series. These soils range from eobbly loam to silt

loam and are open, porous and excessively drained and occur in the

delta of the former flood plain of the alla Walla River. The soils

are variable in depth, in content of gravel and stone, in surface

text.u.rs and color of the finer soil material, The color of the
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surface soil Tangos from pale brown or 1iLht brownish gray to a weak

brown when dry, and from weak brown to dark brown or dusky brown when

roist. The surface soil is nearly neutral in reaction though soe

spots in the series are impreated with alkali.

The soils in the Urapine area consist predominantly ef the

FLitzville soil series which occupies a wide belt of the srrooth to

rolling uplands extending west from the al1a Walla river. Those

soils are for the most part fine and silty and have a floury consis-

tency, although the Hitzville series has fine sandy loam meabers.

All are light in color an low in content of organic matter and the

subsoils have a heavy concentration or lime. They also are inpreg-

nated with alkii deposits which in some places have sepcd to the

surface on the slopes of the hills. (39) The vegetation on these

spots is restricted to salt-grass an sagebrush which are of little

value. 3ome of the older farmers in the area have observci an

increase in the alkali deposits after a more intensive irrigation took

place in the filton-Freewater area. They asserted that the irrigation

water desolves some of the salt in the soils in the lilton-Freewater

area, then it is transported through underground streams to the

Umapine area where the solution of water and salt rise to the surface

with following evaporation of the water leaving the salt in the top.-

aoil, Tas continuing evaporation from a concentrated solution would

cause greater accumulation of alkaline topsoil. It has not been

possible to verify this postulate from the available authoritative

geologic information.



The climate of the alla daUa basin is contiwntal and is, in

general, tuperate and semiarid, although differences In tnpr-

ature ann precipitation occur between the higher and lower parts of

the valley. The annual neari temperature lies between 50 and 53

degrees iahrenheit with the highest te:iperature reading not above 100

degrees F. and the lowest comaonly above zero degree 'ahrenhait, The

greatest change of temperature occurs along the windward slopes of the

Blue ountains whereas, on the lee side, there is little difference

in temperature from the high altitude to the floor of the valley. The

January riean temperature recorded over a 24 year period is just above

zero (32.4 degree Fahronheit). This is largely due to the low altithde

and also to relatively warm ocean wind coming through the Columbia

Gorge. The last killing frost in spring occurs in April and the first

killing frost in autumn occurs in October.

The precipitation comes mainly as rain in the valley floor and

in the higher parts as rain and snow. The onths of Novber through

April are the coldest months of the year. Ttey aio have the rost

:precipitation with 66 percent Is) Ung durin; these six onths. The

months of July and August account for only twothirds of an inch.

(See Table 5).

The wind in the valley is mild, blowing from the South to

Southwest without mich interference to the use of sprinkler irrigatiu.

The monthly average wind velocities range from 5.7 to 7.2 miles per

hour as recorded by the ether Bureau for the 45years period ]J*35

1930. axiaum wind velocities up to 51 miles per hour have been

recorded and may occur any time throughout the year.
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Table 5. Length of Growing Season, Temperature and Precipitation 
in the WaUa Walla Basin ,/ 

onth 

Recorded at the Miltoti eather Station 

Average / 
Te .era.tur Pre * a1on 

Degrees F inches 

January 32.4 1,58 
February 35.4 1.38 Last killing frost April 17 

arch 41.4 3. .42 
April 50.2 1.29 First killing frost Oct, 24 
May 57.6 1.05 
June 63.5 1 08 Growing season 190 days 
July 74.3 0,25 

August 72.2 0.38 axinium temperature 107 F. 

September 62.7 o 8]. 

October 52.5 3. .03 iiniuuim temperature -2 
November 39.4 1,76 
Decemb 0 1.6 

Total 13.70 

Source: Climate and Han" Yearbook of Agriculture: 1941. USDA 
Statistical Abstract of the United States 1950, 

USOC Bureau of the Census 

/ lAngth ot temperature records 24. years 
/ Length of precipitation records 24 years 4/ Length of killing frost records 16 years 

Ground water in the two areas has been tapiei nnuaUy to the 

amount of 9,200 acre-feet. Of this atount 36,000 acre-feet were 

supplied by aquifers in the old gravel deposits and 3200 acre-feet 

from the Columbia River basalt, The 39,200 acre-feet were distr.buted 

among uses such as irrigation, domestic, public, and industrial of 

wthich irrigation accounted for about P5 percent of total usage. (38) 

In the iiton-Freewater area wells are furnishing about half of 
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the water used for irrigation purposes. Springs supply additional.

water of which 60 percent is used for irrigation during the irriga-

tion season. The wells in the i1ton-Freewater area are recharged

from aquifers in the old gravel deposits except for the wells supply-

ing the cities of hilton and Freewater and sorie industries. The

city of Freewater obtains all its water supply from acuifers in the

Columbia River basalt whereas ilton primarily obtains its water

supply from the Wafla WaUa river and only in eases of low flow in

the river It turns to the deep wells for additional supplies.

The Umapine area depends much more on the flow of water from the

wells as the natural streams become dry before the end of the irriga-

tion season, Also, total water re.-:uirernents for irrigation have

increased as crops with higher water reuire;erts have been introduced

arid increased. Jater from strings also plays a role in this area

but the supply from tbj source amounts to much less than in the

Milton-Freewater area. Therefore, the aquifers in the Columbia kiver

basalt would seam to be the nain potential supply of water if irriga-

tion continues to exiand in the future.

The amount of the water resources in the to areas is very

difficult to estimate because the recharge of the two water bearing

strata originates froi different sources, The ground water in the

gravels is largely recharged by seepage ron irrigation water and

stream water, whereas the aquifers in the basalt are recharged in the

mountains and from the slopes of the hills, R. C. Newoomb points out

in his report (3a) that most of the ground water in the gravel
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formations of th valley is beneficially used and only a minor amount

is in storage available for use. c the other hand a much larger

quantity of water is in storage in the basalt strata. Later in the

thesis a quantatative estimate of the amount of ground water available

for allocation is made.



CHAPTJ III

DEV.LOPT OF CONO1IC CFJTiI-IA FOR TER PJ0CATION

In this chapter a discussion is resented of the relation of

economies to ground water law, This is not an attempt to integrate

law and economies. iather it. is to suggest possible uses of economics

within the existing legal framework, and to suggest economic consider-

ations involved in the design and odification of ground water law,

in the first part of the chapter the ed sting legal fraiework

described by a review of ground water law and by treating some of the

more important applications in the foxn of court cases. Then

economic considerations are introduced explicitly.

Heview of ater Laws

Statutory law

The state water policy of Oregon has been made by the 1islature

and the courts, The first legislative action was taken in 1909.

However, it ws not until the enactment of the 1927 statut in which

appropriation procedure for underground water was clearly defined

that complete implementation was achieved. The law of 1909 did not

mention underground water specifically and was more concerned about

surface water, This interpretation of the law is justified when one

reads the heading of the Appropriation of Pater for Power Purposes,

Chapter 221, paragraph 1 which reads: 'A11 water within the state

from all sources of water supply belongs to the public . The

2
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lawmakers could not have had ground water in mind when wording the law,

in a time when the absolute ownership doctrine was universally accept-

ed.

In the following material iter laws will be quoted ciirectly and

the provisions in the laws which relate to the use of ground water

will be particularly eiphasized. A thesis by Harvey arriek entitled

"conomic Implications of the Oregon Ground ater Laws" (43) waS

drawn upon liberally in the presentation of this material. This

thesis formed the initial phase of Oregon's contribution to regional

project W-42.

Par. 6594. rater iay be appropriated for Ueneficial Use -
Lilmitation. Subject to existing rights, all waters within the state
may be appropriated for beneficial use, as herein provided, find not
otherwise; but nothing herein contained shall be so construed as to
take away or impair the vested right of any person, firm corporation,
or association to any water. (L. 1909, chapter 216, par.

Par. 6668. Water Appurtenant to Land for Irrigation Purposes.
All water used in this state for irrigation purposes shall remain
appurtenant to the land upon which it is used; provided that if for
any reason it should at any time become impractical to beneficial
or economically use water for the irrigation of any Land to which the
water is appurtenant, said riht may be severed from said land, and
simultaneously transferred, and become appurtenant to other land,
without losing priority of right theretofore established, if such
change can be macis without detriment to existing rigits on the
approval of an plication of the owner to the board of control.
(L.. 1909, chapter 216, par. 67)

Par, 6675, Insufficient Water, Preference Among 3ifterent Uses.
When the waters of any natural stream are not sufilcient for the set'-
flee of all those desiring the use of the same, those using water for
domestic purposes shall, subject to such limitations as may be de-
scribed by law, have the preference over those claiming such water

*The number appearing before the quotation indicate the codified
reference rtuniber The parenthesis ending the quotation gives the year
the bill was passed. This procedure will be the same for all follow-
ing quotations.



for any other purpose, and those using the water for agricultural
purposes shall have the preference over those using the same for
manufacturing purposes. (L. 1893, par. 3, p. 150)

1927 a new law was nassed but axnmended in 1933. Som.e of the

provisions in the law and its amendient ar a pro pos to tht stud

and are quoted in the following.

tppropriation of Underground ater East of the Cascades

Par. 47-1302. Permits for such Appropriation. -- Any person,
firm, association or corporation hereafter intending to acquire the
right to the beneficial use of any waters in counties lying east of
the summit of the Cascade Mountains found in Underground streams,
channels, artesian basins, reservcirs 1ake, boundaries
which z reasonably be' ascertained, hereby are declared be publiq
waters to belqng to the public sub4ect a ro nat on

purpose other than for domestic and culinary use, for stock o
for the watering of lawns rdena excoeQirW one-halt acre
area, before cozumoncing the construction of any wall, pit, gallery,
tunnel, pumping plant or other moans of developing and securing such
water, or performing any work in connection with such construction,
or in any manner utilizing said waters for such purpose shall make an
application to the state engineers for permit to make such appropria-
tion. (L. 1927, chapter 410, par. 2; L. 1933, chapter 263, par. 1)
(Underlined portion indicates words added by 1933 amendment).

According to this provision an applicant for a per?dt to appre- -

pniate ground water must fill out a form at the engineer's office in

which he, in definite terms, indicates his name and address, the

location of the weU, the use to be made of the wator, the nount of

water necessary to fulfill that use, and, if the water is to be used

for irrigation, he must also give a description of the land.

The state engineer has the power and obligation to execute the

law, He may refuse to issue a water permit if he judges it necessary

to prevent overdraft of ground water and to prevent injury or damage

to existing rights or rights under prior permits. The state

engineer also has the power to determine which water uos are

25
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oconomjcal" and most 'beneficia1" but only as waters for irrigation

purposes are concerned, It is clear from the following quotation

that "economical use8 has had an important place in the minds of the

legislators when the law was formulated.

tar, 47 - 130B - Econonica3. Use. - Artesian e11s.

Permits to use water fron an underground source shall be contingent
upon its use in an economical and beneficial manner. The state
engineer shall have the power to fix the maximum amount which may be
used per acre of land each season or the amount which may be used
for other purposes, and the water shall not he wasted. Artesian

':ells shall be provided with suitable means for closing and conserving
the flow when not actually needed or put. to beneficial use.
(L. 1927, chapter 410, par. B; 1,. 1933, chapter 263, par. 5)

In 1955 a new ground water law was passed by the Oregon legisla-

ture. The law is an extension of the laws of 1927 and 1933. It coa3

not repeal any law relating to the surface waters of the state. The

acts speuis out e1icitly the role of tho state in adiinistering the

law. The state has the right to control all the iaters within the

state. All sources of water supply belong to the public and must be

appropriated in such a manner that the public welfare will benefit the

most. The state must be nformed as to the potential ground water

resources within the state. To make this effective the state engi-

neer must keep a public record of all water peiiits issued, and

detailed information is required ror wells as to their depth,

quality id uantity of water in addition to their location and.

purpose of use,

All water must be appropriated in accordance with the ii at bane-

Licial use. ut existing rights will be protected except under

certain conditions where the public welfare reouire otherwise.
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A reasonable stable water table should be tajntained. The state

engineer has the power to intervene in ease of wasteful use of ground

water or overdrafting of ground water supplies o other irilsuses.

Section 5 of the law of 1955 ivea the rule under which ground

water permits are issued. The section reads as follows:

ttNo registration, certificate of registration, application for a
permit, permit, certificate of completion or ground water right
certificate under this ct is required for the use of ground water
for stockwatering purposos, for watering any lawns cr non-commercial
garden not exceeding one-half acre in area, for single or giozp
doatestie purposes in an amount not exceeding 15,J0 gallons a day or
for any single industrial or com.iereial purpose in ix amount riot

exceeding 5,000 gallons a day. The use of ground water for such
purpose, to the extent that it is beneficial, constitutes a right to
appropriate ground water equal to that established by a ground water
right certificate issued under section 21 of this Act. (Provision to
determine right to appropriate water within a ground water reservoir).
The state engineer, however may require any person or public agency
using ground water for any such purpose to furnish information with
regard to such ground water and the use thereof." (4 p. 38)

Section 7 sets a definite date for filing any claims of water

rights if they are to be protected. C1aiis mist be filed before the

end of l95 after that date a].l unclaimed water rights will be

annulled.

In 1955 the legislature created the State hater esource Board

and assigned to it, among other things, the responsibility of deter-b

mining the necessity or advisability of the enactment of new or

amendatory legislation pertaining to the appropriation of water for

beneficial use.

Coiaton law

Common law is the unwritten law that was in force anterior to and

independent of any act of the legislature. It signifies the entire
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body of binding rule8 and principles which have been formulated and

developed first in England and later in the United Stat. it is
comnorily referred to as "judge made' law.

The two most common concepts of the common law with regard to

water rights are the 1iparian Doctrine and the kpropriation Doctrine.

The fiparian doctrine is a term desiatlng the rights of owners

of land which border on a stream. The owner of land adjacent to a

non-navigable stream, that is, one not owned by the public for the

purpose of navigation, owns the bed of the stream to the middle

thread or center of the streua. The owner of such land has the right

to use the stream for every reasonable purpose, provided such use

does not interfere with the reasonable rights of other riparian

owners. The stream may thus be used for domestic purposes, for water-

ing cattle or irrigating the soil or for any other purrose, provided

no material reduction in the size or flow of the stream, or contanina-

tion of the water results from such Ilsee (2k)

The doctrine of Riparian rights in Oregon, during the last

century, has been so modified in character that. it can hardly be

recognized. The more important doctrine is now the appropriation

doctrine which in reality is a riodificatiori oC the itiparian doctrine.

The Appropriation doctrine of water rights for irrigation pertain

to any user o.f water from a certain stream. A user does not have to

live on the stream to utilize its water but may live at a distance

and transport the water through ditches or other means of transporta-

tions. ie is not required to return the water, or any part of it to



stream. His water right iS limited to the amount of water hich

can be r:eficia1ly used for the purpose for rhich the right was

acuired. The priority right between appropriators i the one first

in time should be the first in . Any common law claimant who is

injured by an appropriation is entitled to ue compensation in an

action at law for daiages proved far any property taken.

This doctrine, when applied, has caused the waters to be used

more economically because the water can be applied to aU land near a

watercourse,

The State of Washin'ton vs the State of Ore

It was observed in the previous section that beneficial use of

water is. the criterion for the allocation of water in Oregon. This

section is included to illustrate how important that concept was in

the decision of the United States Supreme Court in the fallowing case.

Also, it should be noted that the Court, in reaching its decisions,

relied heavily on the concept of "first in time first in right.'t

In 1930 the State of ;ashinton brought before the Supreie Court

of the United States a complaint against the State of Oregon coneez-

ing the water supply for the Gardena Fanu District.

Facts: The town of Gardena is located just Porth of the State line

dividing the State of Oregon and the State of )ashington about 18

miles West of the city of Walla a11a, It is located in a fans area

with about 7000 acres of land suitable for irrigation.

The events leading to the law suit might be described as follows.
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In l92 E. C. i3urlingane, on behalf of the Walla Walia Irri- 

gation Company, began construction of a canal that would flow 

water frc the Walla Waila river down to supply the Gardena 

district, This canal is known as thc (iardena canal, but 

locally called the Burlingame ditch. The construction con- 

timed interiiit.tently until 1904 by which time ahout 15 

miles of the canal, had ben constructed into Oregon, to 

about the center of section 19-6-34. This was the original 

main canal, 

2. At that time 3ur1ingne discovered that the beet land in the 

Gardena area could not be irrigated from the originally 

planned ditch, 3o he altered the plan and started to build 

lateral beginning at the divisional point in Lot 3 of the 

fractional section 13-6-34 in Washington, ending in Gardena. 

The construction was finished in 1905 and the lateral became 

the main canal. 

In 1919 the Oregon canal (running from Lot 3 of the frac- 

tional section 13-6-34 in Washington to section 19-6-34 in 

Oregon) was abandoned so no land in Oregon was irriated 

from the canal. Up to then 350 acres of land had been 

irrigated from the canal but after the closing those acres 

taken over by the Milton-Freewater and Hudson i3ay Ditch. 

4, In ]J398, the first water diverted from the aUa Walla river 

into the Gardona canal was used to irrigate 6 acres along 
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the canal. In 1904, a total of 193 acres were irrigated

from the canal in a3hington, By 1930 about 5000 acres of

the land in the Gardena district were irrigated from the

canal. The st.ato of Sashin.ton awarded t district a

water right for 7000 acres of land being 93.33 C.F.?. from

April 1 to July 1, and 70 C.F.S. from July 1 to October 1.

ii 1929 the water master in the related area in washington

began for the first time to regulate the use of water for

the up.-etream appropriators for the purpose of securing

water for the Gardena district. These up-strean appropria-

tors had received their water supply from the tributaries to

the al1a al1a river, such as il1 creek, Garrison creek,

Titus creek and Yeflowhawk creek besides small crks and

spring branches. Those appropriators had used water ad

libitwn prior to the regulation and it was impossibl for

those users to obtain water from the Oregon side of the

state line as the Walla Walla river's two branches, Turn A

Lurn and Little aUa a1la river, could not flow to the

headgates of their irrigation ditches.

Issue: The State of Washington seeks in the suit to favor the

Gardena Far'rn District and to secure water for the district

for the full 7000 acres decreed it. i't the sane tine the

State seeks to lessen the demands upon he appropriators on

the up-stream tributaries by securing water from the Oregon

irrigators to supply the wants of Gardena.
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Hold: "No act by the State of Oregon or any of its water users hae

interfered with or bothered any waters that ever flowea to

the appropriators of water upon the up-stream tributaries

in Washington. ithen, for the first tine in history, the

waters of these up-stream tributary appropriators wa shut

down in 1929, it was for the sole purpose of supplying water

for the appropriation of the Gardena Farm District The

injury to the Washington users upon the up-strewn tributaries

was therefore caused by washington, herself, and not by

Oregon." (42, p. 3)

Reason "Equality of right forbids that !ashington, after 50 years

of silence and recognition of Oregon ' s righto, should now

be permitted, by a claim never before asserted, to cause

Oregon and its irrigators the irreparable loss and danage

that would result fron depriving theat of the use of the

Waters of the Ualla Walla river in Oregon." (42, p. 75)

The court acknowledged the fact that construction of

the canal began in 1892. iut the doctrine of relation could

not be invoked in this case because the plan of cstructon

of the canal was altered, and because the constriction was

extended over too long a period without any acceptable

reason. (Burlingaxae testified that the delay was caused by

financial difficulties.)

The court pointed out that as soon as the flood water

subsides to the anount required to supply all rights in Or
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no water goes down the streams to !ashingt.on. The water 

master in Oregon has been distributing water of the Walla 

Walla river since 1913, and all water rights were adjudicated 

in 1909 by the highest court in Oregon, therefore, it would 

be unjust to take away some o.f the rights and transfer them 

to the Gardena district, thereby destroying the long estab- 

lished development in Oregon. k'urthormore, immuch of the water 

which is now put to beneficial use, would be lost in the 

porous stream bottom if it was allowed to flow down to 

Washington appropriators. 

In the same suit the State of Washington made a com- 

plaint about the use of percolating water on the Oregon side. 

The State contended that pumping of water from the wells, 

drilled in the gravel deposits, would lower the surface 

streams along the gravel fan. Therefore, percolating waters 

should be regarded as a part of surface stream. urthermore, 

when the streams flow down from the hills some of the waters 

will percolate and reappear in the wells in the gravel fan. 

The water, while percolating, is still a part of the 

stream and subject to the rules of law governing the use of 

surface water within a stream. 

The Supreme Court did not concur with the State of 

Washington' s interpretation of ground water The percolating 

waters are not. the subf10 of the river since they are 

percolating radially away from 1 
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(Pipers* testified that percolating water was not collected 

in an underground reservoir but continuously flowed froa 

Oregon toward iashington.) The evidence shod that the 

waters are pumped for use only on the overl.ying lands 

Therefore, so long as that use is reasonable the state of 

Washington has no basis for claiming ary real injury and has 

no basis for interference with the use of wells in the State 

of Oregon, Since the percolating water has been used on 

overlying lands and not on distant lanus th court could 

not interfere. The Common law, with respect to underground 

water, has at all times recoqiiied the right of overlying 

land to make rea3onable use of percolating waters, The 

Supreme Court made the following conclusion: 

lvasington, not having shown that Oregon' s use on over- 

lying lands is unreaonab1e, and not. having shown that 

gon's use on over-lying lands results in any real injury 

the State of Washington, has railed to meet the heavy 

burden of proof under which she labors, and her alleged 

injury, if any, must be held to be "Parinum absque injuria.h'** 

The record does not furnish a basis for regulation of, or 

interference with, Oregon's use of well water for irrigation 

on overlying lands.1 (42, p. 110) 

*Aj expert empioyed by Oregon, ashington, and the government of the 
United States to evaluate the ground water situation in the disputed 

area. 

**Danage without injury. For such action no legal action will lie. 



Legal teaning of Beneficial Use

In the case between the State of iashington and the State of

Oregon the United States Supreme Court reached. its decisions on the

basis of the two concepts "beneficial use" and "first in time, first

in right." k3efore going further it in1ht be well to discuss the

meaning of these concepts, for a legal concept may conflict with an

economic concept.'

The Riparian doctrine, in its purest form, does not allow for

any use of water that would impair and diminish the quaxiU.ty of

water. Since such a theory would havc urevented tiany consumptive

uses of the water, the doctrine has been modified to such an extent

that it can hardly he recognized, For Oregon the modification is

;eiteraliy known as the Appropriation doctrine. This doctrine is the

basis upon which water is allocated in the State of Or.gon. The con-

cept "first in time, first in right" is basic to this doctrine as

long as the water is put to beneficial use. The concept of beneficial

use has been enacted into the statutory law of the state and is the

basis for the right to use water. The state statute does not define

benficia1 use in definite terms and in the part it has been th task

of the court to decide what use constitutes beneficial use by con-

sideriug the facts of each case.

35

/ A complete discussion of the concept of beneficial use may he
found in Wtter Resources and Economic of the West. Report No.
1956 by Frank J. Treleaso. pp. 1-20.
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Certain uses of water are classified as beneficial without any

question of priority. Domestic use is generally at the top of the

list as it is recoguizea that no use can be utore beneficial than the

use of water for buman consumption. There is no disagreetnent about

water being put to beneficial use when used for stoc waterin:, nor

is there any disagreement about water used to supply cities and towns

to cover municipal use, It is usually when other uses of water, such

as irrigation, industrial uses and recreation, ars considered that the

concept of beneficial use becomes controversial.

Treleasa points out that there is no doubt that irrigation, in

general, is a beneficial use. lie goes on to say: "Irrigation has

been defined as a sprinkling or watering, the causing of water to

flow over lands for nourishing plants, and in its special sense as

used in statutes relating to irrigation, as the application of water

to lands for the raising of crops anti other products of the soil.

But it has also been held to include the use of water for the purpose

of groiing trees snd grass in cities and cemeteries so that it is not

strictly limited to agricultural purposes While ordinarily the word

implies the use of artificial means, as distinguished from subirriga-

tion, the method of application, by flooding, channeling, or sprink-

ling, is immaterial.' (44, p. 9-10)

There are no differences as to the beneficial use among the

various crops that aay be grown by irrigation. That is, a crop

with a low marginal value product of water is on an ecual Looting

with a crop which has a cuch higher marginal value product of water.
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With regard to industrial uses of water many uses have been

recognized as beneficial. txaong them, of course, is the production

of electricity which is generally recognized as beneficial. However,

other industrial uses are more problematic 'with respect to beneficial

use. Many uses of water such as production of steam, cooling and

refrigeration and other processes are in most oases included in a

"pacag&' appropriation when a factory obtains its water fran

municipal supplies. In these cases no direct appropriations are

made.

Recreational use of water has in many cases received legislative

or judicial sanction as beneficial or useful. The courts, generally,

conclude that an appropriation for recreational purposes is beneficial

when the public welfare is increased.

ater has been put to many other uses that lay on the border

of the individual preference classes. rlany of these uses have been

recognized as beneficial. iowever, not all uses to ihich water

can be applied are classified as beneficial in the legal sense, even

though the use nay be classified aa beneficial in the econanic sense.

The highest court in Oregon has adjudicated cases in which

beneficial use was questioned. The water laws in r)re on are not

administered as objectively as they might be. The rating ol' prior-

ity is quite clear as far as the time element is concerned. This is

the concept of first in tine, first in right." On the other hand

the clause dealing with beneficial use has had to be interpreted

subjectively and hence has been rather loosely administered. The

law delegates the authority to issue pedts solely to the State
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Engineer so the judgment in dateruining bcneficial use has been left

primarily to his responsibility.

However, as mentioned abovd, the court has deteniiined beneficial

use in cases where beneficial use was questIoned. The adjucation of

the surface water of the 1alia Walla river in 1909 is an example.

In this case the degree of beneficial use between two different uses

was not decided by the court, but the conrt held that a new appropri-

ator has the right to t.he use of water which was riot applied by a

prior appropriator. This means that waste of water did not constitute

beneficial use, so the appropriator who diverted more water than was

needed for his actual reouirements and allowed the excess to o

waste acquired no right to the excess. Another reason for the

action tacen b the court was that the total claims for water were

greater than the amount of available water of the river. In mary

instances these claims steamed from ignorance in the measurement of

water and the requtremets of water for irrigation. The court re-

duced the claims in accordance with reasonablecss.

The court has not always followed the criterion of beneficial

use in its decisions. In recent tines the court has held that a

particular use mtst not only be bneficia1 to the appropriator, but

the use must also be beneficial in view of other present or future

demands upon the source of supply. This interpretation of the con-

cept is to be found in the 1930 case of the Deechutes River.

(44, p. 16) In this case the court ruled that the use of 40 second-

feet of water to clean debris from reservoir and keep it from going
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into the turbines constituted waste. The court pointed out that the

use was b.ne2icia1 to the appropriator but the quantity of water

could bc used more beneficially to irrigate 1600 acres of land. The

The diTerence between absolute waste and economical use was sain to

be one of degree only. It should be noted that the eourt in this

case gave real economic eaning to the term beneficial use. Should

this be a forerunner of future decisions, economics would play an

important role in future legal decisions.

It is apparent from studying this court case and similar cases

that the concept of beneficial use may differ in rrteaning according

to whom the interpreter is.

Economic. eanizv of Beneficial Use

There has been some disagreement among economists on the econ-

omios of ground water law. Some contend that the production principle

of the firm can be employed in the aggregate in appraising water

allocation policies of mor limited scope. That is, it can be applied

in apprai.sing water allocation policies when the beneficial use of

water allocateci among its alternative uses can be measured. it will,

for example, be impossible to measure the economic benefit of water

uses for such uses &s flood control ana recreation.

This position is held by kieady and Timazona (1:, p. 46). They

center their position on two major conditions that must be attained

in water use if economic welfare is to be maximized.

The two major criteria to be considered are:
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The efficient allocation of water between the competing uses 

to maximize the social product. 

The equitable distribution of the product or income of this 

resource waong individuals within the sector conidered. That is, 

the alternative uses of water must be in line tth the relative de- 

mand of water to society. 

To attain the major conditions two side conditions, which are 

important to the fulfilment of the major conditions, must be consider- 

ed, The side conditions are: 

The legal and physical means must allow reasonable cortalnty 

in the use of water and the distribution of its benefits. 

2 The possIbility of gradual change to allow diversion of 

water uses to inset changing preferences of society. 

The aim of the analysis is to itaximize the net return of water 

allocation. Therefore the emphasis is on the analysis of the first 

major condition. To attain the conditions of efficient allocation, 

three steps are necessary. ?iret, the supply of water must be 

determined; second, alternative uses of water and the production pos- 

sibilities must be known, and, finally, to apply a choice indicator 

in determining which uses are most important and in line with the 

relative wants or desires of the consuming society. 

It may be possible to accplish th two first steps. However1 

it is the third step that poses the real difficulty in the analysis. 

The concept of opportunity cost might bi a ood choice criterion 

because the supply of water is determined by a cost just as the 
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supply of a coznrnodity in determined by cost. This cost-opportunity

cost or the best alternative sacrificed - in gererally the return

that wight have been earned in another occupation. The cost of

employing water in one use is the loss o' the best opportunity

sacrificed.

Production Possibility Ourve

In cases ½here the benefit of water allocation can be measured

the use of water could be rated according to the highest marginal

value product of the alternative water uses. theri each unit of

water is aUocated in terms of it marginal value roduet a perfect

allocation is reached and the social product would bc maximized in

water use.

This concept can be illustrated in a product-product relation-

ship where the transformation curve indicate the production possi-

bilities of two water uses. To succeed it is necessary to know the

rate of substitution between the products in addition to th price

ratio of the two products. Thus, when the two ratios arc equal,

profits of the two enterprises are maximized. The price ratio of

the products indicates the relative importance that consumers attach

to the tifferent uses. So when the ratio changes, the rats of

substitution will also have to change to keep the two ratios in the

equilibrium position. Consequently, re3ource use is influenced by

the relative change in the prices of the products.



The value of water for irrigation is governed by the ratio of

exchange between the products in a society where there are no

hindrances to the movement of resources between varicic srployments.

This ratio of exchange is expressed by the pricing mechanism and is

a good choice criterion because the relatIve prices indicate consumer

preferences as it indicates how much the consunrs are willing to pay

for the products, If the firms are guided by consumer sovereignty

they will produce the goods and services that will satisfy consumer

wants. In this way the firm will be allocating resources in line
with the choice criterion.

howeirer, there are problems where the pricing system is made-

quate as a choice criterion. Such intangible benefits of water uses

that might occur from flood control and recreation purposes could not

be neasured by the pricing system. This fact should not discourage

the use of the price mechanism as a choice criterion whore it reflects

the relative value of different water uses,

itations of the axItzation Principle of the Fia

The principle of maximization is excellent in economic analysis

of the firra, but applying a single production possibility curve to

water allocation policy raises questions no less serious thm the

us. of social satisfaction indifference curves as a choice indicator.

This is the opinion of 3, V. Ciriacy-Lantrup (10). Economics cannot

define social optima and cannot establish criteria for maximizing

Choice Iridica or
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social satisfaction. However, economics can be used to explain the

effects of water laws in conflict situations and the probable

consequences o± changes in the law. it betore economics can be

implemented the mutual relationship between economics arid law must

be understood. The concepts used as economic criteria must be

clearly defined and interpreted if the criteria are to make any

contribution in the field of water allocation policies. Such con-

cepte are socurity and flexibility of water rights. (10 & U)

Security of water rights means something different to economists

than it, does to jurists. Legal security means protection against

unlawftil acts by others, whereas economic security of water rights

means protection agairist variation over time of the quantity of water.

A water right might be secure against other uses in the same prt.fer-

ence class but taken as a whole all water rights within that class

might be less secure because they might belong to a lower class of

water uses. ecurity of water rights is of great importance under

conditions where investment in water resources develoiinent amount to

a substantial part of the total capital investrent.

Flexibility of water rights is concerned with those aspects of

water rights which interfere with change over ti:te in the allocation

of water resources among regions, uses and users.

These concepts are all related to statutory laws. Concepts like

beneficial use, inaximwg utilization arid waste are continuously

interpreted and reinterpreted by courts in the light of changing

conditions In developing economic criteria both security and



flexibility must be jointly included in the criteria.

The criticism implied in the above discussion about establishing

a production possibility curve and a choice criterion for two water

uses does not discount quantitative analysis. The criticii is
pointed more toward the present measure.ients of determining the rate

of substitution between the products derived from different alloca-

tions of water in addition to the problei of determining a choice

indicator, Xf this obstacle can be overcome there is nera1

agreement among economists that quantitative analysis could be of

great value in establishing priority ratings anong dffersnt water

uses and users.

ining "Unfilled. Voids's in Theory

The concept of flexibility in watsr rights can be found in the

present water law. Under the appropriation doctrine, which is the

foundation upon which the present systnt of water allocation is based,

transfer of water rights can take place voluntarily through various

ways. Transferability of water rights can occur through buying and

selling with or without land. However, transfer of water rights

through the market is not so important in number of transactions and

quantity of water involved as is involuntary transfer. Loss of water

rights can be decreed only by proper legal procedure as water rights

are real property and iiiust be treated as such. It can be accomplished

by abandonment and forfeiture of water rights. Abandonment of a water

right iS the voluntary releasing of use and right to use, while for-

feiture is the loss of water rights due to non-use over a period
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which is long enough to represent intention to abandon. Both of

these concepts have great economic significance with regard to bene-

ficial use of water. The major aethod of transfer of water rights is

eminent aomai a which is the right of the administrators, representjn

the government, to claim private property in the interest of the

public welfare. In case of eminent domain, or condemnation, the

water rights are taken from the owner for fair compensation and

appropriated to some particular use aesigned to promote a higher

beneficial use. iater rights can also be acquired under conditions

where a lower user fails to assert his right against an upper approp-.

riator and may thereby loose his rights without any compensation.

This is generally cafled prescription end the length of time it takes

to establish a right depends upon Uie statute period.

Other aspects of the flexibility criterion are the establishment

of preference classes with respect to use and reservations. They

are important because of their obstructive influence on economic

changes as they tend to favor present uses over future uses. They

uo not obstruct economic growth as such because the uses for which

the water are preferred enjoy a favorable position whereas other uses

not on the preferred list are being obstructed in economic growth.

This situation can be corrected by following a system of priOr-

ity rating of water in which the highest preferences are domestic

d municipal uses while other uses have priorities according to

their marginal value proctucts.

In the next; section it will be attempted to develop a system

which uses the principles of both static firm economics and welfare
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econcnjosjn addition to the concepts of flexibility and security in
water rights. The results, it is hoped, can be used as a guide for

the administrators to deternine the priorities of water allocation

for different uses.

conomic Thsoy to be Used in Empirical Analysis

In order to establish a priority rating oi water uses in ternis

of beneficial use, fundamental economic concepts are used by applying

a more adyanced computational technique. It is intended to use

enpiirical data to illustrate now the different concepts discussed

in the previous section might be put to practical use.

In order to acquire empirical data that might shed some light

on these problems two surveys were taken in the to distinct farm

areac in the Walla Walls basin. As it will be remembered, this area

was selected because of its suitability for working through such a

problem for an actual ares. In that connection it woulo be appropri-

ate to pointy out that the study was not undertaken with the idea that

the results could be applied directly to water allocation problems in

the area0 Rather, the area is being used to test the suitability of

an a)locatjon model,

Central to the framework of the model is the underlying assump-

tion that in a capitalistic society the economy and its institutions

generally serve the need.s of the society, and its citizens are them-

selves best qualified to detmnirie their needs and desires, in other

words consumer sovereignty is assumed to be present. Under this

condition the pricing mechanism reflects the wishes of the consumers
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30 any changes in consumer preferences for any product will be indicat-

ed by the derived demand for that particular product at the producsr' s

plant. Therefore, the pricing mechanism can be used as the choice

indicator to find the opt&!Inm or socially desirable point on the pro-

duction surfac

To establish the production possibility curve two produ

ctions for the two represcmtative enterprises "Fruit" and

"Vegetables" are assumed to be linear in the relevant areas. Also,

the two enterprise. are separate and distinct as to the inraits of

ficsd factors such as land, labor and capital. Water i the only

variable input which can be devoted to the production of either

fruit or vegetables, Because of the linearity of the production

functions and the restrictions of the input factors the production

possibility- curve arrived at in this manner wi) 1 not be a smooth

convex curve but a line broken in three places.

data obtained provide a basis for deternining the points on

the relevant production surface. The way in which these points are

obtained will be discussed in Chapter V. Here it should only be

entioned that th. procedure is that of linear prograxmning in which

the resources that are limited in amount will restrict the most

profitable organization of resources. In order to use the technique

on such a problem, data simil&r to those used in budget analysi8 are

essential.

Before a possibility curve of water uses can be etabi.ished the

total quantity of grcurxi-watez which is available for use without
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lowering the water table must be determined, Next, the alternative

uses of water that are most important for the agricultural enter-

prises in the area ust be decided upon. The total of ground water

of the a11a WaU.a basin was obtained from a geological survey of the

area made in 195]. by the dnited States Department of Interior (38).

The total quantity of ground water that could be tapped was estimated

to be around 75,000 acre-feet for the area on the Oregon side of the

State line, for the whole gro4ng season.

It was more difficult to decide upon the two enterprises which

should be used in the model for alternative water uses. The !Tilton-

Freewater area has more than ten different enterprises and the Jmapine

area has about the same number. To overcome this obstacle aU major

enterprises in each of the two areas were coabined into one large

enterprise for each area which in the model is called "fruit" for the

1ilton-?reewater area and "vegetables" for the Umapine area.

in Figure 3 the situation is presented diagramriatically. Outt

of Use II, the vegetable enterprise, is measured on the horizontal

axis and output of Use I - the fruit enterprise - is measured on the

vertical. axis The reason for that the limitation lines or land I

and land II are perpendicular to the Y and X axes, respectively, is

that the area of ilton-Freewater is not adapted to the production of

tvegetabls&', and that the area of thnapine is not adapted to the

production of Ufrujt,fl

The ].Lniting factors are land when all the available water is

applied to either one of the uses. However, when the two uses are
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competing for the water, water then becomes the limiting factor an
the production possibility curve becomes AJ3CI) It shows all the

po5sible combinations of the two uses ich can be attained from

given supply of water. For example, at point B a quantity of CA

units will be produc.d of 'fruit" and a quantity of OQ units will be

produced of "vegetables." Another alternative allocation would be

point C; at this point 01) units will be produced of "vegetables" and

CC units of "fruit." It the entire water supply was allocated for

land I there would still be water left over for land II. The coqnbi-

nation of products in this case would then be CA units of "fruit" and

OQ unite of "vegetables." Ck the other extreme, if the entire water

supply was allocated for land II only a small quantity of water would

be left over for use on land I The combination of products wou.ld

then be CD units of "vegetables" and CC units of "fruit,"
The linear portions of curve AJ3CJ) is a supplementary range

which OC units of fruit" can be produced without a sacrifice in

"vegetables"; while CQ units of "vegetables" can be produced without

a sacrifice in "fruit." Beyond the points B and C the two uses are

competitive f or the use of water as the 8lope of the curve is greater
than sero.

The basic model can be extended to take partial account of

rity and flexibility, The concept of flexibility allaws for

rtainty of expectations of future occurrence because most uncer-

iss increase with distance in time, In Figure the iso-revenue

express sosie flexibility of the model, The optimum
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combination of the two products ruit" and "vegetah1est is attained

where the iso-revenue curve is taierit to the production possibility

curve ABCD. At this point the marginal rate of substitution of frui1

for vegetablestJ is ecuaJ. to the revenue ratio of the two products.

The optimum based on present day conditions is attained at point 3.

however, as more information becones available this ecui1ibriuin of

the products might be disturbed. The consuars might change their

relative preferences for the two products which will be indicated in

the prices of the two products. Thus, they might be willing to pay

a higher price for 'tvegetables' on Lbs one hand, or a lesser price

for fruit" on the other which would cause a change in the revenue

ratio of the two products. For exanpie, if a price change in favor

of "vegetable&' occurred, and the iope of the revenue curve became

smaller than one, then the iso-revenue curve would b tangent to the

curve JWCL) at point C Thi' would be an indication of a higher

marginal value product for water applied on land Ii, than atr

applied on land I. This added knowledge could be rzflected In action

of the administrator of water permits in such a manner that the

growers of the uvegetablesi! products would have a higher priority

rating than the growers of the 'fruit products.

Thus, flexibility in the water rights seem to be brought about

at the expense of security in water rights; the future seems to

hinder present water uses because of the economic uncertainties

involved in water rights. However, this problem is not so pronounced

as it seeia to be because in this exwnple the model allows for quite
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a range in price changes bfore the equilibrium position is altered.

Thus, the revenue ratio between the two products in Figure 3

change from about 36/6 to 10/6 before point C becomes the optimum

position. This is a substantial range of price chaugos which most

likely would never be reached for the two products used as examples

in the model,

As discussed previously the concept of fair compensation gives

the law security. in case water use is changed it ou1d be ell to

know how much compensation that should be paid. The mode]. gives an

answer to this problem. The computational method used in finding

the optima of resource use gives as a by-product the marginal value

products of the limiting resources. Thus, if a water Hght was to be

condemned for the purpose of turning the water right over to another

use, the size of the compensation that the holder of the water right

might receive would be computed on basis of the price of an additional

acre-foot of water which is the marginal value product.

By studying the historical changes of the prices of the com-

modities produced in the area a picture of expected future changes

might be developed. Thus, if the rtode1, by using particular data,

only allows for a small change in the price ratio, say ten percent,

and the historical data show a variat..ort of 25 percent in the price

ratio, then the model gives no basis for a change in the existing

priority rating. On the other hand, it t1l1 gives valuable informa-

tion to the decision maker as it tells that conswners' preference for

the produced commodities varies so much that no one commodity has

enough preference to warrant a change in the priority rating.



CHAPTIR IV

AETHODOLOGY

The agricultural census of 1954 reports that 504 farms are being

operated on the Oregon side of the State line of the alla 1al1a

basin. Of this total 2& farms are reported as being orchards and the

remaining 216 farms are reported as being farms growing grain,

alfalfa, pasture, sugar beets and other lesser important crops.

In order to acquire empirical data that might shed some light

on the water allocation problems, tiio surveys were made in the area,

The 504 farms were divided into two areas of similar farming. One

area included the 2 orchard-farms around the ilton-Freewater

cities; the other area around Umapine included the 216 farms of the

different farm tyDo. The two areas are called Area I for the orchard

farms and Area II for the other farms. (See Figure 1 for the exten-

sion of the areas).

The farms in each area were then stratified accoriing to the size

of the farms, measured in acreage, in order to keep the variability

of the statistics as small as possible. In Area I a sample of 47

farms with 19 alternates was drawn from the poptiation of 2& farms

which amounts to approximately 16 percent of the population. 3ocause

of the size of the population in Area II all farms above 500 acres

were included in the sample for this area. The farms below 500

acres were divided jnt 12 strata related to size and a sample of 43

farms with 13 alternates was drawn which amounts to approximately 25

percent of the population, The size of the samples that was to be

53
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drawn from the two areas was determined in consultation with a

statistician of the xperiment Station of Oregon State College.

The primary data were collected in the suer of 1957. Iach

farmer in the sample was visited and interviewed and detailed infer-

mation on his farm organization and production practices were obtain-

ed. In addition, information about wator usage from ground water

resources, the number of wells, depth of wells, distance to th water

table, average pumping lift and pumping capacity were obtained.

The secondary data for this study were obtained from several

governmental agencies and from official reports. The historical

data of the area were obtained from the Census of Agriculture 1954.

dy courtesy of the Portland branch of the Census Bureau It was

possible to obtain detailed information about the economi history of

the two areas. The hydrological data of the basin were obtained from

a geological report by R. V. Newcomb, supplemented by information

obtained from the State Engineer' $ office in Saleii. This office also

supplied detailed local maps of the a1].a Walla basin.

From the section describing the analytical .tramework it is

apparent that in using the proposed model the collected data must be

analyzed under certain very specific assumptions. The first assump-

tion states that, because of the texture of the soil, the area of

commercial fruit (area I) is not adapted to the production of grain,

alfalfa, sugar beets and other types of crops raised in area II.

The second assumption states that area II is not adapted to the

production of commercial fruit (area I) due to the strong wind
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blowing from the mountaine. The third assumption is that water can

be transferred between the two areas This assumption will be

elaborated on later.

The procedure foUowed was first to analyze the data and calcu-

late the costs of input factors for each of the enterpries on each

farm. Then the coat data of each identical enterprise in the whole

area were added together and an average was calculated for the

Urepresentatiye enterprise" represeiting the whole area. In this

er cost. of production coeffici..3nts were calculated from all major

enterprises in the two areas both for irrigated crops and non-

irrigated crops. Livestock was not included as an enterprise but

was used as a measurement for computing the yield of pasture. This

was ione on basis of the feed requirement of each class of livestock,

From the total feed requirement was subtracted the nutrients furnished

by supplemental feeding; the remainder was taken as the amount of

feed the animals obtained from the pasture. This amount was then

converted to the feed equivalent of alfalfa hay. The yields of the

other enterprises were obtained partly from the questionnaire and

partly from secondary sources The information from these two sources

was combined and an average crop yield was computed.

The next step was to set up four budgets using the calculated

average production figures. One budget was set up the irrigated

enterprises in the commercial fruit area (area I). The second budget

comprised the non-irrigated enterprises in the commercial fruit area

ea I). The third budget was set up for irrigated enterprises in
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the Umapine area (area II). Finally, the iourth budget included the

non-irrigated enterprises of area II. The four budgets i\irnished the

input-output coefficients and net profits which are essential to the

solution of the linear prograimzing model upon which the proposed

economic criteria are based.

The objective of the analysis is to find the optimum combination

of the scarce re8ources available, The optimum solution to such

problems can be found by means of linear programming the relation-

ship between input and output factors can be described by the linear

programixing model

Llr LLwhere
Y is greater than or equal to zero.

A is the matric of input coefficients and B represents the output

coefficients, while the vectors V and X denote, renectively, the

availadle anount of resources and the resulting amount of output.

The vector Y expresses the intensitIes of the respective activities,

The economic and physical limitations of V and X define the attainable

area within which an economic optimum solution is sought.

The suitability of a linear programming model is contingent upon

the tact that each activitv Is defined mith an input or output of a

given composition in such a manner that a finite set of fixed co-

efficients is obtained. The activities must be additive, that is,

additive product by product and factor by factor. Linear progriving

operates with the so-cailed activities defined as a production program

in which the use of each factor is proportional to the production.
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The marginal productivity for each factor within an activity is

ecual to zero, and no substitution of factors occurs at all within

activity. However, one activity can be substituted by another.

The Neo-classical economists could find certain properties with

an equilibrium solution, for instance when profit is maximized then

the relationship between factor price and physical marginal prOduC

tivity become the same for all the facter Linear programming goes

nazch further. Linear programming is a clear instruction about how a

solution is obtained, while the Neo-classical equilibrium only gives

a description oX the solution.
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RESULTS OF 'IRICAL AQALYIS

The purpose of this section is to show how the e$ipirical analysis

is conducted. The framework of analysis presented is particularly

adaptable to demonstrate which course of action is the most econotni-

caIiy efficient in the allocation of ground water.

In order to use the linear programming model on the problem

data similar to those used in budgeting analysis are necessary. The

procedure is therefore to set up a budget for each activity in the

linear programming model. There are four activities in tho xiodei,

namely (1) Irrigated Crops in Area I; (2) Non-irrigated Crops in

Area I; (3) Irrigated Crops in Area II; and (4) Jon-irrigated Crops

in Area Xi

The first step of the empirical analysis was to calculate the

costs and returns of the different enterprises. This was done in the

following manner for the Umapine area (area II). First, machinery

costs were calculated from the data the farmers submitted. Thus,

tractor costs per hour were calculated for 23 tractors on basis of

the records. The farner estimated how many hours he was using the

tractor during the year; in many cases th estimate was based on the

use of gasoline and , The fanner did not have much difficulty

in estimating the use of gaoliue and oil because he wa required to

keep records in order to be eligible for gasoline tax refund from the

government. The cost of repairs, insurance, tires, l.toenses and other

costs were calculated from the farmerts own estimates, f.fter having
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established the tractor cost per hour the rate was then applied to

the enterprise operation in which the tractor actually participated.

Thus, in the detailed operation of an enterprise the farmer listed

which tractor and other types of machinery he was using for a certain

operation, in addition to the tine it took hin to complete each

operation, The coat, of using different inplemnents other than the

tractors, was taken from R. L. Adaus 'Fann Managenient Crop Manual (1),

These cost data include both fixed and variable costs for each piece

of machinery. These costs were than applied to each piece ol'

machinery which was used in the enterprise operation, in this manner

it was possible to calculate the cost of machinery for each enter-.

prise on each farm.

The cost of labor wets obt'ained by nsiltiplying the hours the

farmers reported spent on a certain operation, by the wage per hour

which was most ccmion in that particular area, This rate was applied

to both hired labor and the operator's own labor. Vhere custom :or

was involved, of course, the rate per hour actually paid for the work

was used. Such items as seet, fertilizer, spray materials and other

materials were treated as variable costs except Car some perennial

crops such as alfalfa in which the seed expenses were charged over a

5-7 year period.

Budget 3. - Irrigated Croys in the Uma Inc Area

After having calculated some of the production costs for each

of the major enterprises on each farm, all similar enterprises were
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added togethor and an average was calculated, indicating the "repre-

sentative enterprise" for the whole Umapine area. Hoiever, all the

costs of production were not included in the individual caleulation

of each enterprise on each farm because the information was difficult

to obtain, for each enterprise. Therefore, such expenses as irriga-

tion equipment, electricity for irrigation pumps, insurance on crops,

pay-roil insurance arid telephone and office costs were calculated on

basis o the 9representative enterpris&' using the own

estimates. The costs were then allocated to the relevant enterprises

on a per acre basis. neither managoment nor land costs was included;

the value of land is determined in the linear programming model rather

than by use of arbitrary accounting values. The additional cost data

were, as previously aentioned, obtained from the survey data except

for the irrigation expenses. Irrigation expenses were calculated

from the requirements of pipelines, pumps and raotors and wells neces-

sary to irrigate a given area. The pipelines were estimated to last

12 years, pumps and motors to last 15 years and the wells to have an

estimated life of 30 years. Depreciation costs were charged accord-

ingly to the estimated life of the items; annual charges of interest

was four percent of the average value of the items. These annual

irrigation costs made up the costs of water for irrigation.

The yields produced of each enterprise were partly obtained from

the survey data and partly fran the Census of Agriculture of 1954. In

cotsbining the yields of the two sources a reasonable average yield

for each particular enterprise resulted. The method employed to
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arrive at the measure of pasture yield was as foUo;s, Th feed

requirenent of each class of livestock on pasture were computed

based on the average size of each class. Thus, an average size beef

cow would need 10 thermsL" daily for be tainLenarice plus beef pro-

duction; in the same mariner a dairy cow was ecU ted ..o need 12

therr.is for niairttortance and production, a calf 5 therrcs; a cheep 2

therms; a lamb 1.5 theras, and a horse 10 theras. (riased on orrison

Feed and Feeding (25)). y knowing h many animals were fed on a

certain pasture it was possible to estimate approximately how rsariy

thex,ns the anjr].s had reroved rrom the pasture in :rerm of grass.

prom the total feed required, as expressed i terms of therais, was

subtracted the nutrients furnished by supplemental feeding. The net'

production of therms was converted to texrL3 of alfalfa hay on the

basis of 100 pounds of alfalfa hay being the equivalent of 41 therns.

This procedure was applied to each farm which reported havin.; live-

stock on pasture, then all data were added together ard an average

yield in tenas of alfalfa hay equivalent was coniputed.

The prices applied to the output of each enterprise were obtained

from the Oregon Crop and Livestock eport.in Service, Orsoon State

extension Service. Thus, he prices of iheet, oats, barley and

alfalfa were taken directly from the Oregon Commodity Data Sheet,

publication prepared by the reporting service. Prices of sugar heete

and green peas were obtained from Extension ircu1ar 578, Oregon State

College, in which prices received by farmers in Oregon are calculated



as weighted averae8 The rices used in the ets were coeputed

as an average of 1951 to 1956. The price f lime beans was based on

the Carners own estimate as they rn'orted it in the survey. iina11y,

the price of pasture yield wa ca1ulated on eesI f the feed

equivalent of alfalfa hay,

The result of budgeting of the individual enterprise in the Uma-

pine area is rnnarized in Table 6. Tho eoterpr:ftes are couibned

into one enterprise which in the linear prograusrinp nodol will be

called 1Irrigated Crops in Area II." The method enpioyed in arriving

at the unit profitability of one acre of irrigated Crops in irea II

is explained in the following. The net returns per acre were computed

for each enterprise and a wel hted average was calculated in which

total acreage was used as the weight. Total acreage of the uajOr

enterprises was obtained from the Census of Agriculture of 1954 end

indicates lanu use in 1954 whereas the survey data pertain to the

year 1956. The 1954 Census data were ueed e they mere the only

accurate infoation on land use in the area that were available, In

weighting the net returns the total acreage was set to equal 100

percent, and the acreage of each enterprise doterained the weight

which the net returns of each enterprise would have. In this manner

the unit profitability o1 one acre of "Irri;ated Crops" was found to

be 37.J3l,

The conversion of the yields of sU ente pr1ses into a common

unit of yield was accomplished by using tons as Leasureaent.

resulting 5.77 tons per acre of "Irrigated Crops1' is an average

62



769.54 550.12 219.42 37.81 11,396 5.77Total

/ Prices of wheat, oats, barley and alfalfa were tacen frora Oregon Comriodity Data Sheet, OSC
znsion Service. Prices of sugar beets and green peas were obtained from Table 2., Table 16

of Oregon Farnt Iroduct Prices. Prices of lima beans were obtained from the survey data irices
of pasture were calculated on basis of alfalfa hay equivalent.

/ Instead of using a simple average the acre unit profitability is weighted with acreage so the
unit profitability of one acre becom. $37.81.

J Tots]. acreage was obtained from the Census of Agriculture of 1954 and indicates lad use in 1.
/ Weighted with total acreage.

Table 6. Sunbaa- of 3udget for Irrigated Crops in the Uivapine Area, 1956

site 'rise
Yield
.r acre

Price
per

1

Totalt return
ser acre

Total.
coat
.r acre

et
return
..r acre

Unit Total
profit bi- acreagelit 2

Yield in
tone
wejhted

1ieat 44 bu.. ;2.00 88.00 .39.79 48.21 1711 0.20
0ats 60 bu. 0.81 48.60 3b.31 10.29 0.17 185 0.02
l3arley 40 bu. 1.19 47.60 41.52 6.08 0.19 360 0.03
Sugar 3eets 20 tons 11.14 222.80 171.93 50.87 8.08 1810 3.18
Green Peas 1.2 tons 85.40 102.48 59.86 42.60 1.52. 402 0.04
Lima iieans 0.75 tons 170.00 127.50 llb.63 8.87 0.10 127 0.01
AlfaLfa 4.7 tons 20.00 94.00 46.41 47.59 19.62 4698 1.93Pasture l.i3 tons 20.00 38.56 33.65 4.91 0.90 2101 o.?6



wei:;hteci with acreage.

i3udfot 2 - Ii'ri ated Croos in the 'uilton-reewater 'ire

As discussed in an earlier section the infornation necessary for

the input-output relationship was riainly obtained fron farmers in the

area, The data ;iere t, as in the Timapine area, analyzed for each

enterprise on each farm; then the results of the individual enterprise

on each farn ere aided t ether and an average figure of the similar

enter,rjses was assumed represent the "representative enterprise"

for the ilton-Freewater area.

The cost of production for each of the major enterorises, apples,

prunes, cherries, tomatoes and aeparagus, on each farm was calculated

on basis of the farters' estimates. Th. Larner reported how many

work hours were spent on the different operations of each enterprise

on his a'm and by appiyinz the current wage rate most common for the

area the labor costs for each eriterorise wore calculated, in this

cost figure the operator's own labor as well as labor of the family

wore included d.th hired labor, Machinery cost were determined in

this budget from the survey data. From the inventory list of the

individual farms, the annual depreciation cost of each piece of

machinery was calculatea. Then all the inventory lists were added

together for each item and an average depreciation cost per acre was

calculated for each pisce of machinery, A five percent interest was

charged on the average value of the total machinery; operation costs

of machinery were calculated as ten percent of the original value of

tractors and five percent for all, types of machinery. Taxes,
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insurance and shelter expenses for machinery were estimated to be two

percent of thc original value, Other costs such as fertilizer, spray

materials and other itenis used on the farms were calculated from the

survey data. Depreciation of orchards was calculated on an estimated

life of the trees to be forty years and a fIve percent interest charge

was levied on the value of the trees,

rrhe yields of the crops used are averages and were obtained

partly from the Census of Agriculture of 1954 and to a lesser degree

from the tariaers own estimates as :xressed in the survey data,

The prices were obtained from Horegon Farm Product Prices't (23)

in which the prices of fruit and vegetables are listed for every type

of sale, e.g. for processing or fresh market. The orices applied to

fruit and vegetables in the budget were a conbination of all types of

sale and may be found in tables 15 - 16 - 17 of the publication mention-.

ed above.

The results of the individual budgets of the enterprises, apples,

prunes, cherries, tomatoes and asparagus are summarized in Table 7.

The five enterprises are combined into one enterprise whIch in the

ear programming model will be denoted Ulrrigated Crops in Area I."

The method employed to canbine the enterprises was he same as the one

used in budget 1. The net return per acre of each enterprise was

treighted by the total acreage of these major enterprises. The total

acreage was obtained from the Census of Agriculture of 1954. (37)

represoat the total acreage of the enterprises for the year 1954. The

weighted unit profitability of one acre of 0irrigated Crops in Area I"

was computed to be 63.O3.



Total 1893.84 1725,56 263.03 3014 7.12

iricea per unit were obtained from Oregon Farm ?roduct lr1ces.
rices of apples, prunes and cherries were taken from Table 17 of that publication andprices of tomatoes and asparagus were taken fron Table 15 and Table 16 respective].y,

/ ei,kited with acreage so the unit profitability of one acre becomes 263,03,

/ weitei with acreage.

Table 7 Summary of Budget ior Irrigated Crops in the Milton-Freewater Area, 1956

kinter ri
Ye1d
er ac

Price
per nit

Total
return
'racre

Total
coat
er acre

Wet
return
. r acre

Unit Yield
profitbi- Total in tonslit ?i acrea S wej: ted

Apples 248.36 bu. .2.68 665.6Q 366.07 299,53 £1O9.02 1097 2.26
?runes 6,19 tons t5.82 59.(Y7 404,28 134,79 64.44 12S.41 3.92
Cherries ,57 tons 242.20 864.65 406.27 458.38 33.76 222 0.26
Tomatoe 2 394,5 bu, 3.05 1203.23 443.78 759.45 54.93 218 0.65
Asparagus 1.75 tons 19d.2() j46,65 273.44 73.41 0.i8 36 0.03
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Thc yields of the enterprises were converted into tons and weighted 

by the total acreage of the enterprises. 

udget 3 - Non-Irrjated Crops in the thnapine Area 

The information o non-irrigated crops in this area was taken 

from the farii survey except for pasture. The cost of labor was com- 

puted in the same axtner as the cost of the irrigated crops in the 

area. The cost of machinery was based on the rate that was applied 

to irrigated crops and the size of the cost was deteained by the 

number of operations in which the machinery was used. The other costs 

here calculated on the same basis as in irrigated crops. Of course, 

cost of irrigation equipnent &ind other water costs were not included. 

The information on pasture was taken froi an economic study of 

improved pastures made by Edgar A. Hyer (20). He investigated the 

costs on 64 non-irrigated pastures in the illazaette Valley. The 

justification for using data frc a different area was based upon the 

similarities of the two valleys anti upon the fact that no information 

was available for the Umapine area. Both valleys consist of very 

fertile soils end the management can be considered as good. however, 

there are some differences in the climatic conditIon of the two areas, 

The yield of pasture was comted from the survey data by the method 

described under budget 1. The non-irrigated pastures were treated 

separately from the irrigated pastures, and by cnoidng how many 

animals there were kept on the pastures it was possible to calculate 

the yield in terms of alfalfa hay equivalent. The yields of the 



enterprises wheat, oats, barley, and alfalfa were based on the farrner

estimates, The prices were the sane as those used in budget 1.

The results of the budgeting for the five individual eiterprises

are shon in Table 8. The combination of the individual enterprises

into a represontatjye enterprise" of the area was accnpiished in

the Barns manner as described in budgets 3. and 2, The unit profitabil-

ity of one acre of Non-irri;ated Crops in Area II" was found to be

14.58. The combined yield per acre of the "rpresentntive enter-

pris&' is 1.021 tone, This yield figure is found b enploying the s

method as in budgets 1 and 2.

Budzet Non-Irrigated Crops in the 11ton-preewator Area

A1thoug the Census of Agriculture of 1954 reports that 24

orchard-farms did not irrigate at all, none of these farms showed up

iri the survey. In spite of this an attempt was made to rtake a budget

for Non-Irrigated Crops in Area I." Labor costs for the general

work which takes place in an orchard were assumed to be the same per

acre as for irrigated land in orchard farms except for labor for

irrigation. Picking costs were based on the yield of fruit and were

allocated in accordance with the number of boxes harvested, Machine

costs were assumed to be the sane per acre as those used for irrigated

crops in the area. 1aterial costs were eatjriated from Adam's aual

(1). The costs of production of small grain and alfalfa were estimated

on basis of the costs of production of grain and alfalfa in the Umane

area. Using these data an be justified by the fact that th two
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areas do not have a clear-cut dividing line between thsi hut quite a

lot of similar farning takes place on both sides of the dividing line.

The yields of the fruit anterprisea were assumed to h half of

the yields produced on irrigated land (1). The yields of small grain

and alfalfa were assumed to be the same as the yields produced on

non-irrigated land in the Umapine area. In spite of the fruit enter-

prise needing a rainfall of about 20 inches annually to produce full

yield when gron under nori-irrigatd conditions, it is justifiable to

assume half yield as the rainfall in the area is about 14 inches

annually. The size of the rainfall assures one that the land would

not be unproductive without irrigation. S'uall L;rain and alfalfa are

more liberal crops with respect to their requirements of water.

These crops are actually grown on non-irrirated land in the Unapine

area.

ven though the assumed yield might be too high for the enter-

prise, it does not mace tho enterprise so profitable that it enters

into the optimum solution in Table 10. s long as there is enough

water available to irrigate land I non-irrigation would never be con-

sidered in the optimum solution of resource allocation.

The prices applied to the budget were the same as those used in

"Irrigated Crops in Area I. However, small grain was assumed to be

cut for hay production and the price was assuied to be th satrte as

that for alfalfa hay. The results of the budgeting are summarized in

the bottoe part of Table 8. The same procedure as discussed

previously was used in conuining the enterprises into one



thmapine area:
tbeat
Oats
J3arley

Alfalfa
Pasture

Total

eLilton-Freewater
Area:
Apples
Prune
Cherries
Small brain
Alfalfa

Yield
knterprise per acre

2 bu.
32 bu.
35 bu.

1.33 tons
1.1)3 tons

125 bu.
4 tons

1.75 tons
1.36 tone
1. tone

Total

Price / return
er unit acre

.2.00 +5O.00
0.61 25.92
1.19 41.65
0.O0 28.60

22.66

166.83

2 .68
65.62

242.20
20.00
20.00

33 5.00
263.28
423.85
27.20
26.60 20.6 0. 8 0,21

Total 1075.9,3 79.79 286.14 46.90 304 2.997

TotaL
cost
"er acre

et

return
e acre

fJnit

profitabi- Total
lit 2 acree

Yield in
tons
weighted

23.02 ;26,98 .6.75 1830 0.188
24.52 1.40 0.06 337 0.024
23.02 16.63 0.29 112 0.013
20.68 5.92 0.51 624. 0.113ii.io U. 6 6.' 12

102.34 64.49 14.58 7315 1.021

237 .85 :97.15 _31.95 100 1.028
219.11 1/+ .17 5.59 120 1.579
258.84 165.01 8.14 15 0. 086
23.32 388 0.24 19 0 065

Table 8. $ummax7 of Budgets for on-Xrzigated Crops in the ttnapine Area and the
aiton-Freewater Area, 1956

Source of prices is the swne as in Tables ó an (.

/ Unit profitability of one acre is weighted with acreage.
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"representative enterprise" for the whole area. This enterprise will
be called "non-irrigated Crops in rea I" in the linear progreimring
model. The unit profitability of this enterpri was computed to be
46.9O per acre; and the average yield was found to he 2.997 tons per

acre, The methods employed in finding these unit measurements were

the same as those used in the other budgets.

ater Reaujrements for Irrigation

It may be well to point out explIcitly at this time that the
purpose of the study was not to mace farm manageient study as ouch,
but to find a method of determining the most beneficial use of ground
water. In the foregoing the emphasis has not so much been on the net
return to the input factors as it hae been on the illustration of the
economic framework of the analysis. That means that the net returns
arrived at in the budgets not neeesarily oulu. be the aae as if
this study had been a farm management study. The prices applied to
both input and output factors could perhaps have been selected with

more care, but they contain enough accuracy for the purpose of

illustrating how the input-output coefficients to be used in the
linear programming model might be obtained. To have used more re-

fined data would have added to the cost of the project, Resources

were not available to add greatly to the precision of the analysis,
Many factors influeno the amount of water a certain crop needs.

Among the more important ones are precipitation temoerature, length
of day, growing season and the texture of the soil.
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The amount of water required for the different crops was calcu-

lated on basis of the consump1ivs use formula as developed in the

USI)A publication C3-TP-96 (41). The procedure used was to find the

precipitation, temperature, length of day and length of the growin

season of the a1ia alia basin. Fran those data the consumptive

use factor was conputed for each crop by using some constants which

indicated the efficiency of ue. The end result was the requirement

of water for each crop expressed in acre-feet The water requirement

for one acre of the "representative crop" in each budget was caicu-

lated as a weighted average,

Linear Programning

The objective of this section is to employ the inforin.ation that

was developed in the four budgets to find the most profitable caibi-

nation of the limited resources available, The method that was

employed in establishing the optiraxn allocation of the resources is

that of linear programming. Linear prograciming is based on the sifl'e

inforiation as that of budget naiysis. However, it is important

that linear programming be distinguished from the diagnostic tech-

niques used in the budgeting analysis. Budgeting can only sugg

areas of the fart business that may need attention and is normally used

to determine which one of two producing alternatives is best.

Budgeting could be used to determine the one of 1l possible combina-

tions of the available resources that would give the largest returm.

This uld however, be a tedious job since many, coaibinations are
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usually possible in even the smallest fari budget. It allows for a

siraultaneous solution of the relationships among the production

processes. The method not only gives the optimim allocation of the

limited resources but it gives as by-product the marginal value

product of the limited resources. This is very important in this

study as it is the marginal value product of the limited resources

that provides the economic basis of resource allocation.

The solution of a linear programming problem is based upon the

int-output coefficients which were computed in the previous sec-

tion of budgeting. Table 9 sets forth the situation of the whole area

with its four activities tthich are cl1ed (1) Irrigated Crops in

Area IP; (2) iIon-irrigated Crops in Area I; (3) Irrigated Crops in

Area II, and (4) Non-irrigated Crops in Area II. The four activities

are the only ores available for production in the whole area and they

are characterised by the int coefficients and net return data given

in the first four columns of the table. Thus1 the requirements of

producing one ton of "Irrigated Crops in Area I" are 0.1404 acre of

land I and zero acre of land II since land II ie not adapted for that

Uenterprisefl, and 0.4438 acre-feet of irrigation water. It will yield

a final net return of 36.93. The requirements of producing one ton

of "Non-irrigated Crops in Area I" are 0.333? acres of land I and zero

acre of land II and zero acre-feet of irrigation water; this will

yield a net return of The next. two columns are interpreted

similarly.

The production possibilities are limited by the total number of



Iteu

Yield per acre (tons)

Per acre reqxirement of:

et returns ()
ater (acre-4eet)

Per ton requireneL1t

Land in Area i (acre)
Land in Area II (acre)
:ater (a/f)

Net return per ton ()

Table 9. Basic Thoimation on Input-Output Quantities and Net Returns for Four
Different Production tctivitjes

Alternative production activities
2 Quantity

rrigateci Non-1rrited Irrigated Non-Irrigated of inits
cro s in Irea I cro a in &rea I cro a in ret II cro a in 'rea IT available

7.122

263.03
i5 .160

0.1/4,04
0

o .443s
7)

2.997

0

0.3337
0
0

15.65

5.786

37.t31
2.919

0
0.1734
0.5061
6.56

1.021

14.. 5
0

.1

0.9795
0

14. 23

10,240
24,365
69,200

/ Per ton requireinent of the limited factors was obtained by d.iv:iding "per acre requirnent" by the
rrespoLig yield per acre.
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acres in each area and by the availability of water which is assumed 

to be 69,200 acre-feet for the growing season, Thus, suppose bhat 

activity tIrrigated Crops in Area I1 is used. If it is operated at 

the level of 0,5061 acre-feet per tori of yielct, it will absorb 

0.5061 x 5.768 x 24,365 * 71,125 acre-feet of water which is more 

than the quantity available, irthoniiore, it will produce a net 

return 01' 896,955 for activity 3 snd 4d0,235 for activity 2 or a 

total return of 1,377,191 for the whole area. This is as much as 

can be earned by the use of activity 2 and activity 3 since all the 

available resources have been used. This is apparently not the 

optimum solution of the four activities since activIty 1 with its 

high net return did not enter into the solution. 

The combination of the four activities, that will yield the 

greatest net return without violating the asstuied limitations of the 

resources, is found in the following discussion. The situation can 

be expressed algebraically In the following manner; let X1, X2, X3 

and ¼ denote the level of the four activities, respectively. The 

total net return as a function of these variables is maximized when 

6.93 K1 + 15.65 K2 + 6.56 K3 4. 14.28 X4 

This maximization equation is subject to the limitations imposed on 

the available resources. These limitations can be expressed in the 

following simultaneous equations. 



0.1671x1f0.3731x24 O+ 0¼4X51O,24O
OX1f 0X2+O.l734X3fO.9795x4+X624,365

0.4438X14 0X2f0,5061x3f 0X4+X7 69,200

x1._-0,__ x2.0..,.., x7..-Q-.

The irariables X6 and X1 are introduced to take up the slacks

in the inequalities so that they become ecualities and can b handled

as simultaneous equations. The economic significance of the slack

variables is that they indicate how much of e9.ch resource that need

be held idle in reaching the optimum solution. Thus X5 indicates

how many acres of land I that will have to be kept idle; A6 indicates

the idle acres of land II, and indicates the idle acre-feet of

water.

The slack variables are included in the matrix as enterprises

and 30 are the input coefficients for the variables. For example,

it requires I acre of land I to ceep the land resource o X5 idle,

rio land in area IX or no water are recuired to keep otis unit of land I

idle. Hence, the input coefficients of the slack variables in land I

resource will be 3. for X5 and 0 'or both A6 and X7. Likewise, it

requires 3. acre of land IX to keep X, idle, but 0 unit of A5 and X7.

Ftence, the input coefticients of X, X6 and X.'7 in land II resource are

0, 1 and 0 respectively. In the same manner it. requires one acre-

feet of water to seep the water resources of X7 idle. The input

coefficients of X, X6 and. in water resources then becorae 0, 0,

and I respectiv

The total number of acres available for production of

76
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agricultural products in the two areas was estimated from the Census

of Agriculture of 1954 (37). The total number of acres in th,e Walla

aUa basin was reported to be 35,926 oi which 1321 acres were wood

land and 10,240 acres were located in the Miltcti-Freewater area (area

I), and 24,365 acres wore located in the Umapine area (area II). The

total amount of water available for irrigation was, for both area I

and area I estimated to be 36,000 acre-feet in the gravel deposits

and 33,200 acre-feet in the aquifers of the Columbia basalt. The

estimates were based on the Geological Survey (39). The total number

of acres in land I and land II in addition to the total amount of

water were the limitations which restricted the maximization of net

returns of the four "representative enterprises" in the two areas.

Table 10 8hows the four activities ccnsidered namely, 'rrrigated

Crops in Area I", "on-Irrigated Crops in Area I", "Irrigated Crops

in Area II", and "on4jgated Crops in Area II." These are dencted

11, 12, X3 and X4 respectively. The symbols X5, X6 and X7 indicate

the slack variables that would take up the resources which remain

idle. The column contains the output of the activities that enter

into the solution and it also contains the amounts of resources that

are left. after the optimum combination of resources is achieved.

Thus, row column Xtj gives the amount of land I available; row

column X0 gives the amount of land II available; row X7 column

gives the amount of ground-water available for the 'whole area. The

OC row indicates the opportunity cost of using a unit of resource for

various crops. The last row laboUed MR indicates the marginal return



Table 10 - Linear prograinmin Solution by the Simplex ethod for hartinal a1ue Product of the Three Limitational Resources with Four Producing Activities

(69,200 acre-feet of water)
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Re].a-

tion Letter
Supply

remainder or tion

Alternative Production Activities

Land I Land II Water
Area I
IIth.Crops

Area I
Non-IiU.Cr,

Area II
1kW. Crops

Area II
Non-fltR.Cr,-

to 0 0 0 36,93 $15.65 6.56 14,28 Check Ratio
Number desources unit OUtDUt hiS P --

identify X7 x2

1 Land I A5 acre 10,240 1 0 0 o.i404 0,3337 0 0 1.4741 72,934)473
2 Land II acre 2+,365 0 1 0 0 0 0.1734 0.9795 2.1529 uni.

3 Water acre-feet 69,200 0 0 1 0.4438 0 0.5061 0 1.91499 155,926.093
4 OC Z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

z 0 0 0 0 -36.93 -15.65 -6.56 -114.28 -73)42

6 IRA. Crops Area I tons 72.934.4729 7.1225 0 0 1.0000 2.3768 0 0 10.4993 uni.
7 Land II acre 11,745.7316 0 1.0000 0 0 0 0.17314 0.9795 2.1529 1140,513.264
S Water acre-feet 36,831.6809 -3.1610 0 1,0000 0 -1.0548 0.5061 0 -2.7097 72,775.+8l
9 z 263.0339 0 0 36.93 87.7752 0 0

10 IiR Z - C 2,693,470.08 263.0339 0 0 0 72.1252 -6.56 -14.213 3114,3191

11 IRR.Crops Area I tons 72,934)4729 7.1225 0 0 1.0000 2.37613 0 0 10.4993 unl.
12 Land II X6 acre 11,7'4. 7316 1.0830 1.0000 -0. 3426 0 0.3614 0 0,9795 3.0813 11,991.5513
13 IttR. Crops Area II X tons 72,775)4809 = -6.2458 0 1,7959 0 -2,0842 1.0000 0 -5.3541 unl.

OC $ -140.9724 0 12.9619 0 -13.6724 6,56 0
15 MR Z - C 3,170,877.23 22?.0614 0 12.9619 0 58.4528 0 -14.28 279.1962

16 1kW. Crops in Area I tons 72,934.4729 7.1225 0 0 1,0000 2.3768 0 0 10.14993
17 N0-IkW.Crops Area tI X4 tons 11,991.55134 1.1057 l.J000 -0.3498 0.3690 0 1.0000 3.1458
18 IRR. Crops Area II tons 72,775.4809 6.21455 0 1.9759 0 -2.0842 1.0000 0
19 oc I 15.7893 1.s.57S5 _4.99]4.9 0 5.:693 0 14.28
20 MR I - C 3,342,116.63 237.8507 14.5785 7.9670 0 63.7222 0 0 324,1152
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from producing one unit of a particular crop. In the top of the table

the net returns per unit of output are specified for each of the four

enterprises or activities and also for the disposal activities. The

net returns for the disposal activities are zero for all of them be-

cause they take of the unused resources and keep theni iale. The net

returne per unit of output for the four activitise ar taken from

Table 9. The coefficients in columns X1 to X7 specify in row 1 the

land of area I reuirnents per ton for the various activity levels.

Row 2 specifies the requirements of the land in area II per ton

for the various activity levels. Row 3 specifies the required acre-

feet of water to produce one ton of the various eiterprise. Is

mentioned the OC row indicates the opportunity cost of using a unit

of resource for various crops; and the !R row indicates the marginal

return from producing or unit of a particular crop. Thus, looking

at the first matrix in Table 10 under the OC row it is noticed that

all, the figures in the row are zeros. It is so because the opportun-

ity costs of aU the resources are zero as none of the resources we

started with have been used yet In the Mt row the figures are

zeros or negative values indicating that there is a coat involved

when the resources are not in use. The next task is to solve these

sets of simultaneous equations as set up in the first matrix. These

equations are solved in linear progranuaing in the same manner as they

are solved in any other kind of problem in which they occur. There-

fore, we will not go into a detailed explanation of the method employ-

ed in arriving at the optthurn combination of the available re8ourcea.
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The results of the simultaneous solution of the equations are

shown jfl the last matrix in which the rows are nu.nibered 16 to 20.

This is the optimum solution of the four enterprises under the limita-

tional conditions of the resources. The optin;l levels of the

variables are tho3e given in the X0 column, anu the aximwn attain-

able yearly net return is 3,342,ll6.& for the two areas combined.

It will be noted that the irrigated crops in area I is allocated all

the water that is needed for irrigation at the established rate.

"Irrigated crops" in area II receive the remaining water after the

requireiaents of water in area I had oen fulfilled. ut thjs Is not

enough to cover the water requireienta for the entire land in area II

so the activity "Non-irriLated crops" enter in and occupies the dry

land in area II. The activity "Non-irrigated Crops in Area 1" does

not enter Into the solution because all land in area I is supplied

with ample water to cover the requirements of water.

The marginal value product of the available resources is a

product of the linear progr aing solution. However, in this stu

these values becoeie the main products a they, to some extent, ex-

press the value society puts on the three resources considered in

he whole area. Thus, the marginal value prothct of land I is 237.35,

which means that one additional acre of land I would be worth 237.85

under the eondit.ion that land II competes for the water. However,

this value does not represent the true value of the land because taxes

and other land. charges were not included in the costs used in the

computation. Therefore these costs imist be subtracted before the
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value is capitalized. If land I was the only land that could be

utilized tb VF Is 263.03. But since there are four possible pro-

duction schemes in the whole area the impact of the conpetition

aaong them causes the MV? of land I to decrease to 237.85. The

marginal value product of land II Is :l4. 5 and the marginal value

product of water is equal to 7.97. This means in the case of land

II, that an additional acre of land 11 would be worth l4.58 if no

water were available to irrigate the entire acreage of land II. It

land II could not be used for raising any non-irrigated crops the

farmer would be willing to pay l2.96 for an additional acre-foot of

water; but. since the farmer can shift to non-irrigated crops the value

of an additional acre-foot of water would be worth only 7.97 to him.

The marginal value product of land II would be 37.8l if only irrigat-

ed crops are grown. This figure cannot be road directly from Table

10 but may be computed from row 7 column X6 under the condiLion that

the water available for land II is assumed to be more than enough

to cover the requirements for both areas. Thus, land II will become

the most limited factor and 13 would enter into place in plan 3.

The MVP of land I would be unchanged - 363.a3; and the MYP of land II

would be 37.81 (1.000 : 0.1734) 6.56 m The MV? of water

would in this case be equal to zero. This holds only for the special

case where water is not a limiting factor. The example in Table 10

gives the VP of the limiting resources with the water available

amounting to 69,200 acre-feet. These VP values would not change as

long as the requirements of water for land I are satisfied and the
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quantity of water is not sufficient also to meet the requirements of

land II. A seen above when water is present in adequate quantities

the MV? of water drops to zero. On the other extreme, if the quantity

of water is not large enough to meet the requirements of land II the

VP increases. This situation is illustrated in Table 11

limiting production factors land I t land II are the sane as in

Table 10, while the available amount of water is assumed to be 20,000

acre-feet for the whole area. The input-output coefficients used in

the solution are exactly the same as those used in Table 10. The VP

of land I for irrigated crops Is still 363.03, but because of the

water shortage non-irrigated crops in area I enter Into the optimum

solution and the MV? of this enterprise becnes 36.90. The MV? of

land II £8 the same as that in Table 10 - i4.5E, because the enter-

price "non-irrigated crops in area II" occupies all of land II. The

;WP of water applied to the enterprise "irrIgated crops" in land I

is 83.2l. However, the farmer would be willing to pay 68.38 for an

additional acre-foot of water because he has the alternative of

producing non-irrigated crops on land r nd land II. The optimum

combination of the resources is shown in the rows 16 to 20 in Table

11. It. will be noted that the optimal levels of the enterprises

given in the X0 column, do not include the enterprise 'Irrigated

Crops in Area II.' The maximum attainable yearly net return is shown

in the Z - C row X column and amounts to 2,202,982.57, a decrease

of more than a million dollars from the net return obtained in

Table 10.
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tion

Letter

to Unit

Supply

remainder or

Rela

tion-

Alternative Production Activities

Land I Land II Water
Area I
IR.Orops

Area I
NCN-LELR.Cr.

Area II
IRE. Crops

Area II
N0N-IRi.Cr.

Number
Resources

identify
output ship 0 0 0 $36.93 $15.65 $6.5 $l14,2 Check Ratio

x0 x
6

x
7

x
1

x
2

x
3

x14

Plan 1

1 Land I X5 acre 10,2140 1 0 0 0,114014 0.3337 0 1,147141 72,34.1473

2 Land. II X6 acre 214,365 0 1 0 0 0 0.l314 0.9795 2.1529 tmi.

3 Water X
7

acre-feet 20,000 0 0 1 0,1411.38 0 0.5061 0 1.91499 145,065.3145

14 OC Z $ 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 o

5 z - C $ 0 0 0 0 -36.93 -15.65 -6,5 -F4.28 -73.142

Plan 14

16 Non - Irr.Crops Area I tons 11,725.5786 2. 9967 0 -, 0. 91481 0 1.0000 _o,1497 0 2.5689
17 Non - IRR.Crops Area II tons 26,714.9361 0 1.02093 0 0 0 0.1770 1.0000 2,1979
18 IRR. Crops Area I tons 145,065.314147 = 0 0 2.2532 1.0000 0 i,i14o14 0 '4.393b

19 00 Z $ 0 114,5788 0 0 0 2.5275 0

20 MR Z - C $ 2,202,982.57 146.89814 114.5788 68.3765 0 0 30.5752 0 160. 14286

Table 11 - Linear Programming Solution by the SiElpiex Iethod. for Marginal Product of the Three Limitational Resources g3
(20,000 acre-feet of water)
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T The marginal value products of water change dth the level of

input of water0 In linear prograruning these changes are of dIscrete

nature because of the linear nature of the analysis. Thus, the ?4VP

will, remain constant over some range even if the init of water is

changed. The range for which the MV? reaains the sane is useful in-.

formation on which to base the effect upon net return with changes

in the ground water supply,

The ranges of constant rsarginal value products of water are

illustrated in Figure 4, If the supply of water in the two areas

only sufficient to cover the requireiiants of water ior a part of

land I the MV? is !?68.37, The MV)' of water then drops to 7,97

per acre-feet becanse of the limiting factor land I. Now, land II

has available water for irrigation and the NV? is constant as long

as there are still some acres of land Ii upon which to expand irriga-

tion. When all of the res of land II are irrigated and the water

requirements are satiafied then the MV? becomes zero, indicating that

the farmer will not be willing to pay anything for an additional acre-

foot of water. This point is reached at 103,482 acre-feet of water

under the conditions specified in the input coefficients,

The marginal value product. curve presented in Figure 4 might be

of help to the administrators of water allocation as it can show them

the economic sacrifice associated with a change in the present alloca-

tion of water. Thus, if & water right was to be condenued for the

purpose of turning the water right over to another use, the size of

the compensation that the bolder or the water right night receive

- would be computed on the basis of the price a farmer would pay for an
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additional acre-foot of water. This price is 7.97 for an acre-foot 

of water in our enp1e. If the water requirement is 3 acre-feet per 

acre then the size of the ccapensation would vary according to the 

size of the interest rate. The following table shows the capitalized 

value of water with different interest rates. 

Table 12. Capitalized Value of Jater er Acre with 
Vaz7ing Interest Rates (75,000 !cre-Feet 

of water) 

However, if a very unrealistic as:uHIption was made that the 

available water in the whole area was less than 32,000 acre-feet 

(not enough to irrigate land I) then the capitalized value of water 

for one acre of land would become greater at the same interest rates 

as useu above. This is indicated in Table 13. 

23.91 4 59775 

23,91 5 478 .20 

23.91 6 398.50 

23.91 7 341.57 

23.91 8 298.87 

Yearly retu Rate 
to water of Capitalized 

.er acre nterest value 



Table 13. Capitalized Value of Jater per Acre with
Varying Interest Rates (32,000 acre-feet of
ater)

1,fficient Allocation i3etween Competing Uses

it. was seen in the theoretical section of Chapter IV how a pro-

duction possibility curve could be established. In establishing the

points on a production surface two enterprises must be selected out

of the four enterprises in the whole area as only two can be visual-

iz.cd in a t djensjona1 graph. Thus, in Figure 5 we have "Irrigated

Crops in area II" cai the X-axis and "Irrigated Crops in area I' on the

Y-axis, called grain-vegetable and fruit, respectively. It is assumed

that the two enterprises are separate arid distinct as to the input

of fixed factors such as land, labor and capital. ater is the on

variable input which can be devoted to the production of either

fruit or vegetables. Since the quantity of land I is limited to

10,240 acres on1y 72,934 tons of fruit can be produced under the

conditions of the input-output coefficients of tho problem. In

87

Yearly returns
to water
.er acre

Rate
of

interest
Capitalized

value

205.11 4 5127.75

205.11 5 4102.20

205.11 6 3418.50

205.11 7 2930.14

8 2563.87



addition land I caflnot be substituted for land II so the limiting

factor line of land I will be perpendicular to the

The quantit,r of land II is lt'ited to 24,365 acres on which

140,5]3 tone of grain and retables can be produced provided that

enough water is available to cover the water requirenents. Since

land II cannot be substituted for land I the limiting U.iie will be

perpendicular to the Y-axis.

The amount of ground water in the whole area was, for the sake

of illustration, assumed to be 75,000 acre-feet. i:;jth the required

input-output coefficients the available water would, ten applied to

land I, make it possible to produce 16P,995 tons of fruit if there

was no limiting factor that would hinder the productions Likewise,

if all the water was applied to land IT the resulting production

would be 148,192 tons of grain anc. vegetables under the condition of

no other limiting factors. The result of plotting these figures and

the explanation are given in Figure 3 on page 49 in Chapter III.

The resulting production possibility curve CI) is presented again in

the following Figure 5, It shows all the possiLl conbinations of the

two uses whIch can be attained from the given supply of water.

The linear portions AB axi CD of the curve ACT) are supplementary

ranges in which OC units of "Fruit" can be produced without a sacri-

fice in "Vegetables", while A}3 units of "Vegetables" can be produced

without a sacrifice in "Fruit' l3eyond the points 3 and C the two

uses are ccpetitive for the use of water as the slope of the curve

is greater than zero.
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The choice indicator for selecting the point of erficient alloca-

tion is net revenue which indicates the ratio of prices for the

competitive products. This curve is denoted in Figure 5. It is
established in the following manner. The net returns per ton of out-

put are equal to 36 .93 for "Fruit" and :6 .56 for "Vegetables," The

slope of the curve IR 18 therefore 36.93/6.56 or 5.62 which aeans

that one ton of output of "Fruit" will give the saffLe net return as

5.62 tons of 'Vegetab1es.' The net revenue can be increased up to

the point where the curve R0 is tangent to the production possi-.

bility curve. At this point of tangency the ratio of marginal costs

of the two products is equal to the ratio of their T'targinal value

products. Any points beyond this .vuld yield a higher net revenue

but would be unattainable with the present organization of resources.

The point ol' tangency is at 13 in Figure 5 and with the price ratio of

5.62 net revenue is maximized with an output of 72,934 tons of "Frt1it

and 84,235 tons of "'vegetables." The position ol this equilibrium

will not change before the slope of the net revenue curve changes to

zero or one. The slope approaches one when the two productsyield the

eanie net revenue. In that case the point of maximization becomes

either or C; at either point net revenue is maximized. At the other

extreme the slope might be zero indicating that net revenue of one of

the products is zero. Let us assume that. the net revenue of "Fruit"

is zero, then the net revenue curve will be parallel to the 1-axis

and, the maximum position would be either at point C or point D. How-

ever, if the net revenue of "Vegetables" is zero then the net revetie
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curve will be parallel to the X-axis arid the iiaximurn position would

be at ooint A or B. In case the net revenue becoaes negative for one

of the two products then only the one with the positive net return

Will be produced. Let the net return of tIjrujtl become negative.

that. case the net revenue curve will be tangent to the production

possibility curve in point ), indiicting that l4U,O0O tons of "veg-

etable&' and zero ton of " iruit would be produced. On the other

extrene point A would be the point of ind.mwn returns IC the net

revenue of "Vegetable& was negative. 72,934 tons of Fruit' and

Zero ton of Vegetables' would b the results of production in this

caae.

The changes discussed above have all occurred in the net revenues

assiirnThg a static production possibility curve. Iowever, a change in

the production possibility curve could be brought about hy changes in

techniques of producing either one of the two products, which could

also bring about a change in the net revenues.

in the next section the range of ehanes which nay occur without

ehangin.c the optimum solution of the resoures will be discussed

under the assumption of a static production possibility curve.

Effect of Chan:ies of .Iet ileturns from .ntero'ies

It would be of interest to know how stable the equilibrium posi-

tion is at point in Figure 5. This eguiiibrium position may be

altered if the net returns per ton of the enterprises are changing.

3ut the problem will he to find the range in which the enteL'prises
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included in the optinum plan could change in terms of net revenues

before a change in the plan would he indicated. or example, in

Table 10, it might be useful to cnow how far the net rturns of the

enterprise 'ruit" could decrease before the enterprise "Vet 'etahle&'

would enter the solution as the uost profitable enterprise,

The manner in which the allowed changes that may occur before

the optiami plan in altered is explained in the Appendix, In this

section e will me1y discuss the 6eeral approach.

The values in the last matrix of Table 10 except for the Z and

Z - C rows, are based on physical rates of sub&titution and trarisfor-

mation for the limiting factors .mong the various activities. Net

revenues are the choice indicator which can be shifted to some extent

without causing the values of the Z - C row to become negative.

The range of net revenues is computed from the Z - C row and the

activity rows in the final solution. The procedure of computation

is to divide the Z - C row figure with the rate of substitution

the correspondent X column which pertain to the activity for which

the range of net revenue is sought.

The procedure can be expressed in the followg formula which ie

taken from an article by H, L. puterbaugh (32).

Value in Z C row A possible limit

Net loveriue in C Columu - Rate of substitution in .L'or range in

Xj colwwi row new revenue

The result of the computation of how far the net revenues of

each enterprise rise or drop before the optimum solution is



changed is illustrated in the following table. 

Table Range .n Net Revenue for ihtch the Optimum 

Solution Remains Unchanged 

Net revenue 
used in 

Lnterprise budgeting Lowest Net Revenue Highest Net Revenue 

the optimum before program before program 

er ton would than e would change 

irr. Crops 
Land I 36.93 

Non-Irr. Crops 
Land I 15.65 

Irr. Crops 
Land II 6.56 

Non-Irr. Crops 
Land II 14.28 

10.12 

unlimited** 

2 53 

unlimlted* 

79.37 

37.13 

37.0 

93 

*'rhis enterprise is in optimum solution to the 1iiit of t.he land 

available. Farther increases ii net revenue will not affect 

solution. 

**This enterprise is not in the optimum solution arid only an increase 

in net revenue can affect solution. A drop in net revenue has no 
effect on the optimum solution. 

The interpretation of the table gives the following results. 

The net r-ivenue of the enterprise irrigateu Crops land I" iay 0 

down to 1o.12 before it would be as profitable to allocate all of 

land I to Non-Irrigated Crops at a net revenue of T;l5.65. At that 

point the Z - C row values go to zero (in Table 10) for all real 

activities indicating that profit eanot be shifted any further. In 

this situation the available water would be allocated to land II 
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because land I yields the same net revenue for the enterprise "Irrigat-

ed Crops" as it does when the "Non-irrigated Crops" is raised. t

the other hand, the net revenue of "Irrigated Crops on land I may

increase indefinitely above t 36.93 that was used in budgeting the

optimum. This is o because the enterprise enters the solution first

because of it large net return per ton.

The ranges of the other enterprises may be interpreted in the

same fashion. Thus, the enterprise "Non-Irrigated Crops on land I"

does not enter the final combination of optimum outputs and will not

have any effect on the solution before the net revenue increases to

79.37 per ton of output, under the condition that the net revenues

of the three other enterprises remain constant,

The enterprise ttIrriated Crops on land II" may change in unit-

profitability from 2.53 to 37,l3 before the optimum solution changes,

assumed that the net revenue of the other enterprises remain constant.

At the upper level the enterprise i as profitable as the "Irrigated

Crops on land It, and at the lower level the enterprise "Non-irrigated

Crops on land II" becomes eal profitable to the "Irrigated Crops

land II. Finally, the range of change allowed for "ion-irrigated

Crops on land II goes from zero to .37.O6, indicating that below

zero the enterprise would never enter into the optixmtm solution.

After having established the ranges in net revenues for which the

optimum solution remains unchanged, the variation ay be attributed

to price as one of the factors affecting changes ifl net revenue.

This variation may be calculated on basis of cost of the particular
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enterprise that enter the solution. For instance, the cost of pro-

ducing one ton of "Irri?ated Crops on land II" is ;55.O2. Therefore,

if the return over cost is to be at least ].O,l2 the return from

selling the crop ist be at least :c65,14 (.10.12 + 55.02 65.14).

The rganum return st be .;91.95 (.36.93 + 55.02 91.95), Thi8

neans that the unit prices of output of the enterpri.e may vary frc

71 percent to 100 percent of the original prices used in the budget.

That is: 6
9l.9

The ranges in unit prices of output for the three other enter-

prises are found in the same manner. The results of the calculations

are shown in Table 15 This example was introduced to show how condi-

tions of varying output p rices can be analyzed within the framework

of linear programming.

Security and Flexibility mithin the Model

Once the ranges in net returns are found it is riot difficult to

illustrate the area in which prices may change before the optimum

solution changes. In Figure 5 the iso-revenue cur-e %L represents

the ratio between the net revenues of the two enterprises "Fruity' and

"Vegetables." The ratio is 5.62 mhen the two enterprises are con-

sidered alone without any influence from the two non-irrigated enter-

prises. The iso-net revenue curve 11R1 representathe ratio between

the enterprises "Fruit" and "Vegetables" under the conditions that the

two non-irrigated enterprises have some effects on the lowest net

revenue of "Fruit" that can be reached before the program changes,



Table 15. Price an Retu
Linear Progratming

for the Four :nterrises in the

Enterprise

Price Deviation of
per rane in njt prjes and. nt returns for prices before
composed which the lan remains o tt'nurn optinum
unit Low Uig chartgesi/
(ton) Net return Price fet return Price Low High

/ The original price is equal to 100

Irr. Crops land I 9l.95 l0.12 14 36.93 91.95 70.8 unlim.

Non-Irr. Crops land I C0.45 0 64.80 79.37 144.].? uni. 179,2

Irr. Crops land II 17.66 2.53 13.63 37.13 4.23 77.2 273.1

Non-Irr. Crops land Ii 29.65 0 15.37 37.06 52.43 51.8 176.
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The slope of the iso-net revenue curve is 1.54. Thus, the area

in which prices can change before changing the optLvm.m solution lies

between the two iso-net revenue curves R0R0 and R1R1 This range is

only valid under the assumption that the profits of the ether three

activities remain consttnt at the levels in which they were introduced

in budgeting the optimum plan. That iiieans, !or exampie, that the

enterprise k (Fruit) is the variable which rr1ay be v aried while the

other variables X2, X3 and ¼ remain constant. In the example in

gure 5, the profits of the two enterprisea are 36.93 for nFruitu

and 6.56 for "Vegetables" as they enter the matrix. The profit of

"Fruit" is then varied to the limit at 'hich the optimum program re-

unchanged with the profits of the other enterprises remaining

constant. The lowest profit of "Fruit" permissible, before another

activity becomes more profitable, is ;l0.l2 per ton of "Fruit" at

profit levels of 15.65, d6.56 and dl4.2 for the three other

activities,

The variation in net revenues that this example allows is rela-

tively large. The range of price changes for the two enterprises

"Fruit" and "Vegetables" goes fron a ratio of 36.93/6.56 to 10.12/6.56

before the equilibrium position is altered. This neans that the

range becomes wider as the corlsumezE shift their preferences for the

products of the enterprise "Fruit" to the products of "Vegetables I,

reality the shift has been in the opposite direction. Prices of

fruit products have increased more than the prices of the combined

enterpris, of "Vegetables." This situation is illustrated



Figure 5 by the two: .abellsd 1940 and 1956. It will be noted

re the elope of the line. that instead of becoming smaller the ratios

f price. betweon the two enterprises are beccing larger. Thus, in

1940 the ratio of the prices of the two enterprises was 2.675 while

in 1956 the ratio increased to 3.239. This nans that while in 1940

one ton of "Fruit" cost 2,675 times as much as one ton of "Vegetables",

in 1956 the ratio becomes even greater and now one ton of "Fruit" could

be had for 3.239 time, that of one ton of "Vegetables."

It will be observed, fran studying Figure 5, that the actual

variations in the prices of the two enterprises do not disturb the

point of nud '*im profit. Historically pr&ce changes tend to re-

inforce the superiority of the "Fruit" enterprise in the competition

with the "Vegetables" enterprise.

Thus, the model takes partial account of security and flexi-

bility of water right.. The concept of flexibility is necessary to

allow for uncertainty of expectations of future occurrence as most

uncertainties increase with distance in time The model gives flex-

ibility in water rights if these rights are allocated according to

the marginal value product of water, In case the "Vegetables"

rpriao in the future becomes more preferable and the ratio o

revenues of the two enterprises approaches one, then the "Ve

tables" enterprise would have a higher priority of water rights

than the "Fruit" enterprise.

Cli the otber hand security of water rights is also expressed in

the model, Security of water rights in relation to investment In water
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resources dev1oient is of great inportazice when the economic impli-.

cations of differences in individual water rights are considered.

However, the model allows for a substantial change in the ratio of

the net revenues between the two enterprises before the marginal value

of water changes. This gives a substantial range of security in the

present rob1em. This is, of course, not the virtue of the iodel but

is due to the properties of the data of this particular case. How-

ever, the aodel will indicate the degree of security that can be

expected fron using different economic data.



CHAPTER VI

IMPLICATI0'!S F0 TER ALL0CATI0' POLICIES

Up to this point some of the ways have been considered in which

the factors of legal, physical an economic conditions affect water

allocation policies. It is apparent that these factors are not

static The problem for the policy makerW is to identify the nature

of the constantly changing situation as it bears upon the interests

and objectives of hi state arid to determine what steps can be taken

in the light of both regional and statewide conditions.

Under the appropriation doctrine the task of the policy maker is

clear with respect to the estab1ishrrrnt of the two first preference

classes, domestic and municipal uses. These uses are first on the

list of a ioderri system of preferences as water is directly neces-

sary to human life and is a prime requisite for urban living. There

might be some questions aiout the second class, municipal use, b

cause so many different uses are included under that class. They

vary from appropriation of water to fire departments, for use in

parcs and public buildings, to manufacturing purposes generally dia.

guised in a package appropriation. Usually the number three and four

referencea are agriculture and manufacture. lt is in these two

classes that the policy maker runs into difficulty in determination

of the priority rating within the classes as well as betem the

classes. There are, generally, no differences in beneficial use of

100

The texu "policy maker refers to the person or persons who nake
policy. That might be on the legislative level or the administra-
tive level, (e.g. the State ngineer).
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water within agriculture. Under the present statutory law a crop

with a small marginal value product of water is considered to be as

beneficial as a crop with a much higher marginal product of water.

Under this condition the policy maker might he restricted in his

effort to allocate water in terms of its most beneficial uses. The

only means of control he would have in issuing water rights would be

a proper spacing of wells in order to reduce unreasonableness of use.

However, if he had a system of determining the most beneficial use

for an area within agriculture, he would be able to issue peniits in

accordance with the use that has the highest beneficial use of water.

For example, the method of determining the marginal value products

of the lniting resources, which was developed in the preceding

chapters, might be of help in determining the priority rating withIn

agriculture as well as among preference classes. s it was seen, the

two areas in the vaila 'a11a basin had a substantial difference in

the marginal value products of water. The area of cocnercial fruit

could pay ich mare for an acrefoot of water than could the area of

grain and vegetable crops. In this case the policy maker would have

no problem in determining which one of two applicants from each area

should have first priority in water rights. However, the aggregate

case does not always do justice to the individual appropriator in the

two areas. For instance, two applicants on each side of the dividing

line may have the same efficiency and be able to pay the same aiaount

for an additional acrefoot of water. ut the appropriator in area

one would have priority over the appropriator in area two because in



the aggregate belong to two subutantiaUy different areas as far

as the marginal value proucts are concerned, It is, therefore,

to point out that the model developed in the previous chapters does

not give any basis for estimating a priority system of water rights

within an aggregate group of appropriators That is, in the case Of

the coemercial fruit farmers, it would not be possible, by means of

the outlined method, to establish & priority system in which two

fruit growers in the sane area can be rated in priority in terms of

marginal value produats, This fact does not discard the method as

most economical policies of governments concern themselves of necessity

not with individuals, but dth large groups and aggregates of mdi,-

duala - not as individuals - but as members of some group or

aggregate of individuals.

The priority of water rights baa been settled in cases where

concept Nfiret in time, first in use" does not leave any doubt

with respect to the time element of appropriation, In suchases the

task of the policy maker in simple. The time element has determin

the rating of priority for the appropriators. When appropriators are

equal in time in applying for permits of water rights the policy maker

might determine the priority of water right in accordance with the moat

beneficial use of water, In the example from the Walla WaUa basin the

applicants from the conmiercia]. fruit area would h&ve their needs for

Irrigation water fulfilled before any of the çplicanta (equal in time

with the applicant's form) from area two would be considered The basis

for the more beneficial use of water in area one over area two are the
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marginal value products of water for the two areas. hen water is

applied to area one the farmers will be willing to pay Q6L37 per

acrefoot of water whereas then water applied to area two the farmers

in that area are willing to pay only 7.97 per acrefoot of water.

Thus, the developed method of establishing a priority rating system

might be very helpful to the policy maker when data can be obtained

to determi,ne the marginal value product of water for different uses
within a certain use. However, the method iay also iind application

when priority ratings among preference classes are in doubt. s

mentioned before, domestic use is generally at the top of the l&st of
preference classes as it is recognized that no use can be more bene-

ficial than the use of water for human consumption and stock water-.

jag. The appropriation of water has been solved in this case, It is
in the following preference classes, which are municipal use,

irrigation, and industrial use, that the aethod might be applied to

deterrnine the most beneficial use aiing these uses. in the statute
of Oregon, agriculture has a higher priority then industrial uses.

but there are some indicatjon8 that this priority rancing is not
justified when the most economic use of water is used as the measure-

nent. ater used for industrial prefcrertcea is believed to have a

much higher 'nargina3. value product than water used for irrigation
purposes, This belief has not yet been verified by anpirical studies

and is one of the problems in water developnent in which Juch more

research needs to be done.

Now, the question arises; should irrigation or industry have
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the highest priority? The answer to this depends upon the inter-

relationship between the two uses. The two uses cy be either core-

petitive or conpluentary in the use of water. In case of a con-

petitive relationship between industry and agriculture with respect

to water use the developed model will give a clear-cut solution, in
this case the marginal value products of the two uses i-i11 dete,jne

which one of the two uses was employing water in its highest bene-

ficial use the other hand, if the relationship is compleritary
between the two uaes the degree of conplemeritarity could not be
detenained by means of the proposed model. in such cases the policy
maker must rely heavily upon subjective methods in his of ;ort to

allocate water in accordance with its most bneficja1 use, This is
one of the problems that arises in connection with the deveioprnnt

of industry in the %a1Ia walia basin. The valley is Laced with a

great expansion in the roquirerts of water both in agriculture and
in industry. Loodng at the ate of Oregon as a whole the estiina-

tion is that during the next 25 to 50 years an additional 1.3 million

acres of land will be under irrL:ation which will require about 3 5
railij.on acre-feet. 3esides this, the industrial ;rowth n )regon is
expected to continue at an increasing rate. In that connection it 3

would be well to point out the tremendous amount of water that would

be reujred for industrial uses It is estimated that to produce 100
cases of number 2 cans ol lima beans an amount oI 25 thousond ilon
of water would be required, (37, p. 34-35),

It is a'vident that with the increase in 'nd tor water the
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policy maker is faced with some difficult allocation problems. This

is particularly true in the study area where the water uses have a

complementary relationship. Water might be put to ±ts iost beneficial

use by giving industry a higher priority rating than agriculture.

Industrial uses would then employ ail the iater which is neaded to

cover their needs before water isa flowed to be used for irrigation

purposes. Such a policy is, of course, impossible because by doing

80 the industry would not have &n' products for processing as the major

industry in the area depends o such farm products a sugar beets,

green peas, lima beans, rruit and other sImilar products. This

example of complementarity is not the only example that can be found.

Other typs of water consuming industries may have a substantial

degree of comp1eaentarity in relation to agriculture even though they

do not process farm products.

Ci the other hand, agriculture depends on the industry nearly as

much as the industry depends on agriculture. The specialized farms,

such as fruit farms, farms raising sugar beets and other farms with

a single crop systeui, would be hurt badly economicaily in case the

industry was to be deprived of water for operation oV the plants.

Therefore, the policy maker iluist take complementarity of uses into

consideration in his decisionmaking.

If a system of priority of water rights is to be determined

among uses within a use then the icethod developed in previous chapters

is of value. The model gives a basis for a priority rating system as

well as a baste for the aamt that aight be paid in compensation in
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ieasurement upon which the price of water is based then sold to th

appropriators in the 1ilton-Freewater area. At the rate of 6R.37

per acre-foot of water it wot1d take abont seven years to raise enough

ey to compensate fully a condemned rIght of one acre in the Japine

area under the assumption that the water requirearits are the same

per acre for the two areas. After seven years the econonic relation-

ship between the two areas may have changed so much that the estimated

68.37 per ecre-foot of water is far out of balance with the actual

conditions. If thj were the case it won]4 not be difficult to add

the new information to the computations in the developed tethod and

come up with a new marginal value product of water for the area.

Some economists have been very critical of the approach that has

been taken in this study. They contend that a iroduotion possibility

curve cannot be established from empirical data. Cue of the most

pronounced criticisms of the approach is best illustrated by the

fo1lowxig quotation: "The equidistant feature of the single possi-

bility curve inpiles that changes in the water use vector have no

influence upon production oossibilit.ies. By this application one

"assumes away" another essentia1 problem of water allocation. This

problem is created by great aifferences in water niality requirements

between water uses. This problem presents itself in economic terms

through important relations between aua.lity, ow.ntIty and costs,

One must conclude, therefore, that a sin4e equidistant production

possibilities curve has no meaning f or water allocation policy -

whatever its use may be in firm econondcs.tt (6, p. 309)
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betwe

that agric

in using this approach additional diffioultes a:

respect to the differences in marginal value products

in different use categories. It is weU established

ural use of water resources satisfies perhaps the lowset

marginal value product in an economy, in addition, tends to require

relatively greater quantities of water per unit of land area. C

maroial, industrial, and domestic uses of water tend to have higher

marginal value products irs the order listed, and at times are

critic lists some of the imperfection theoretic

model that be thinks would hamper the determination of: the level of

resource use arid lead to wrong conclusions in allocation of the

g the competing uses, His criticism may be summarized

points.

measurements in determining the marginal value p

ducts of different uses.

The model assumes perfect competition, but a marginal value

product for water would exist under conditions of imperfect

competition.

It i impossible to aggregate the individual fina' s marginal

value product and arrive at a market demand for water in a

particular use.

4. Differences in the operation of the firms make it impossible

to measure a marginal value product for the market that

would have significant meaning.

Ho goes on to says am addition to time-oriented diffic
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severs], fold greater than the marginal value product of wat;r in

agriculture. If marginal value product is used as the only criteria

for establishing allocation of water resources, agricultural use of

the water resource in southern California would soon be squeezed into

an area so narrowly defined that it could create severe hardships

upon agricultural production and the provision of agricultural food-

stuffs. Use of icb a single criteria could conceivably force changes

long before market forces would ordinarily bring them about

crease in the cost of providing agricultural food and fibers and a

consequent lessening of social welfare for social welfare for

society as a whole could be the result of such a prematurc aflocative

procedure, But actual inpact of such a possibility is p-obably quite

small. (Snyder 40, p. 57)

The answers to these questions raised by the critics would depend

upon the conditions under thich the studies arc niade. First, the

single possibility curve that causes so much criticism is presented

in the developed model not as a single possibility curve but as a cut.

in a production surfco. The surface is represented with four points

which were measured by empirical analysis. The other criticism of

the first critic concerned the quality of water for different uses.

This problem can be solved by including a water quality requirement

in the basic matrix of the nodel.

The clue to the sswer to Dr. yder's criticism is to be found

in the fact that this study was made to illustrate that it would be

possible to aggregate the marginal value product for a particular use
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and determine the market demand for that use. This approach ie not

thought to give an exact optimum in allocating a given quantity of

water to a given use. 3ut it will, give a basis for ciparison between

water allocated to different uee and. thereby guide t.he policy iiaker

by showing him the economic sacrifice that might occur in case of a

change in the preference classes.



CHAPTER VII

SWARY AN CONCLUSIONS

The use of ground water has assumed a very important place in

the rapidly growing industrial and agricultural developments of the

est. In some areas the water table has been lowered which could

create a situation for which the water administrators might have to

find a system of rationing ground water wnong the uifferent uses.

This problem is not one of legality onl,y but involves physical as

well as economic factors. Economic analysis may be considered as the

factor that links physical with legal investigations. Therefore, the

first part of the study was devoted to a reviei of the ground water

laws in Oregàn in addition to an interpretation of the meaning of the

terms used in the law.

Because of the importance of ground water in the water polIcy

of Oregon a study area was elected in consultation with the State

Jngineer' a Office in Salem. The area of the ta1la Walla valley

situated on the Oregon side of the border was found to be well suited

for a study of the economic effect of different methods of water

allocation within a certain use. The area was selected because

hydrographical data were available in addition to iaps showing all

important ditches, creeks and rivers in the valley as well as the

number of wells drilled for irrigation purposes The area 18

characterized by its two partly separated soil types. This results

in a division in the agricultural pattern tzIch makes the valley

suitable for an economic analysis of ground water allocation problems.
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An attenpt was made to detez,nine the econoriic consequence of

Various allocations of ground water within agriculture in the area,

also to establish economic criteria for making a priority rtiiig for

the most beneficial use of ground water. In order to acquire useful

data the area was divided into two parts, the Umapine area and the

ifl.ton-P'reewater area, from which two surveys were made of 43 farms

in one area and 47 farms in the other. From the data obtained and

other atailable information a comparison was made of the major enter-

prises in both areas. Budgets were prepared for e&ch enterprise on

each farm. Then aU similar enterprises were adaed together and an

average computed for each enterprise. The average costa arid produc-

tion figures obtained were used in preparing four budgets represen-

ting four representative" farms in the two areas. Ore budget

represented the irrigated enterprises in the thnapine area and in-

cluded such major enterprises as wheat, oats, barley, sugar beets,

green peas, liTna beans, alfalfa and pasture. The intport.ance of the

individual enterprise was determined by the actual acreage of that

particular enterprise as recorded in the 1954 ensus of /ricuiture.

The second budget included the major non-irrigated enterprises in

the Umapine area and consisted of wheat, oats, barley, alfalfa and

pasture. Similarly, the third budget consisted of the major irrigated

enterprise3 in the Milton-Freewater area and included such enter-

prises as apples, prunes, cherries, tomatoes and asparagus. The

fourth budget included the non-irrigated enterprises in the (ilton-

Freewater area such as apples, prunes, cherries, saal1 grain
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a1fala. The same procedure was used in all four budgets in comit- 

ing the unit profitability per acre and the yield per acre The 

acreage o terprise was used as weight in conputing pr acre 

units. 

The results, 1or comparison, are shown in Table 16. 

Table Profitability and Xield per Acre of Four Representative 
Budgets 

L4iltgn-Freewater area 

Yield in 
Net returns tons Net returns 

per acre per acre per ton 

J This is a return to land and water. No land charge was made in 
arriving at this figure. 

It will be noted that the Milton-Freewater area is con3iderably 

higher in net returns than the Umapine area. This uld lead one to 

assume that the rnarginal value product of water is higher in the 

Milton-Freewater than in the Utnapine area. However, valuation of 

resources cannot be determined directly fron Table 16 under the condi- 

tion that the four combined enterprises compete for the available 

resources. The technique selected for the analysis was linear pro- 

graruuing. Linear prograimin i a short-cut uethod in achieving the 

optinurn solution of resource allocation. It allows for a simultaneous 

Irrigated crope 263 .03 7.122 3(.93 

Non-irrigated crops 6 .90 2.997 15.65 

Uzna ins ar 
Irrigated crops 5 .76 6 

Non-irrigated crops 14.58 1 021 14.28 



solution of the relationships among the production processes.

method gives not only the optimum allocation of the limited resources

but it gives as by-product the marginal value product of the limited

resources. The solution of the linear prograrudng model wa; based

upon the input - output coefficients which were computed from the

budgets. The first model was set up with the amount of land in the

two areas estimated to be 10,240 acres in the Milton-'reewater and

24,365 acres in the Umapine area, The quantity of ground-water

available for the two areas wae estimated to be 69,200 acre-feet

which could be used in either area. The second model was set up

with the saae amount of land in the two areas, but water was only

available in the amount of 20,000 acre-feet. All other input - output

data remained the sanie as in the first situation. The solutions

showed that the marginal value product of water changed with c h a n gin g

the quantity of available wter. The results of the two situations

are iliustr.ted in Table 17.

Table 17. argina1 Value Frociucts of Resources 01' 'I'o Levels
of Water Allocation

&ituation IX
20,000 acre-feet 36 90 68.38

114
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it is also of interest to know how stable the optixum o1ut ion

is. That is, how much the revenues per unit of an enterprise in-

cluded in optimum plan can change before a change in the plan would

be indicated. Tet revenues are the choice indicators which can be

shifted to some extent without causing the opportunity costs to
become negative, The range In which net revenues were allowed to

change found to be of a substantial size. Thus, the revenues of

the flfnjfl enterprise might drop 30 percent per unit of output before

some other plan involving either different levels of the enterprises

or different enterprises would be more profitable. The non-irrigated

"fruit" enterprise would have to rise 79 percent before the optimum

solution changes, and the "vegetable" enterprise may drop 23 percent

or rise 173 percent beiorc a change occure. Finally, the non-

irrigated "vegetable" enterprise ou1d have to rise to 77 percent

before this enterprise becomes more profitable than the irrigated

"vegetable" enterprise. Thus, on the other hancL, the irrigated

"vegetable" enterprise would have to rise 173 prcent before it

becomes as profitable as the irrigated "fruit" enterprise. However,

historical data have indicated that the prices of "fruit" tend to

increase more than the prices of vtgetab1es", thereby widenth the

gap between the two enterprises, This fact makes the optimum posi-

tion of the model quite stable in the present case. in this way the

model partly taces account of security and flexibility of water

rights if these rights are determined and issued in accordance with

the marginal value products of water allocated to different water uses.
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The concept of beneficial use has been enacted into the statu-

tory law of the State of Oregon and is the basis for the right to use

water. however, the state statute does not define bneficil use in

definite terms and in the past it has been the task of th conrt

decide which use constitutbenefjcja1 use by considering the facts
of each case. Certain uses of water are classified a birieficia1

without any question of priority, Domestic use and nunicipa1 use are

generally agreed upon as being on the top of the priority list It

is first when other uses of water, such as irrigation, industrial

uses and recreation, are considered that the concept of beneficial

use becoeies controversial. It is under thess conditions that the

developed model might be of help to the water administrators

determining the priority of water rights,

Under the appropriation doctrine the appropriator who is first

in time is also first in So there is no question about prior-

ity when the applicants for water ri:hts are applying in different

time periods. It is first when the appropriators are equal in time

that the problems arise. The administrators of water are, therefore,

faced with the problem of determining which one of the applicants

should have the highest priority under a situation of scarce water

supp],y, There are two courses of action open to them, One is to

issue the water rights in accordance with the use that yields the

highest warginal value product of water. The other is to issue the

water rights on the basis of a subjective method that fits the admi

istratox's. in allocating water between agriculture and industry a
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combination of these two methods might be the most desirable course 

of action as the two uses are not only competitive but are also corn- 

pleinontary in the use 01' water. The model does not tae account of 

a compleirieatary relationship between the uses, but is based on 

competitive and supplementary relationships. 

The application of the model in deternining a priority rating of 

water rights depends upon the homogeneity of the area in which it is 

used. The method is not to be recommended for use in an entire state, 

but is very suitable for use in an area with uniform enterprises 

within a use or with distinct economic differences among uses. 

Finslly, it should be pointed out that the problem in this 

study is a complex one and the results are therefore approximations. 

The merits of the empirical analysis rest upon the accuracy of the 

data and the assumptions made. In the presence of erroneous input- 

output coefficients the results of the linear prograrsidng model wiU 

be somewhat distorted. dowever, when a study is carefully planned 

the data obtained provide a good basis for computing the narg&nal 

value products of the water resources. 
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NOTES ON THE ?ROC1DURE USED IT INi) IG THE RANGE
LI T IL VEMTS FOR UJhICH TH jWR R- r i OFTI J

The euilibrium position in Figure 5 may be altered if the net

returns of the four enterprises are changing. The question is how

mieh each activiti iaay vary with respect to net revenue before same

other plan involving either different levels of the enterprises or

different enterprises would be more profitable.

The values in the last matrix of Table 10 indicate the physical

rates of substitution and transformation for the limiting factors

among the various activities. That is, the rows 16, 17 and 18 in

Table ]. The Z - C row indicates money values and would have to be

equal to or greater than zero in the optimum solution,

The procedure of computation ia to allow the net revenues to change

without causing the values of the Z - C row to become negative. This

is accomplished by dividing the * C row figures by the rates of

substitution in the correspondent X column which pertains to the

activity for which the range of net rernue is sought. This result

is then subtracted from the net revenue that was used in budgeting the

optimum plan. This is expressed in the formula (32)

Net Revenue
in C Column

Value of Z -
Rate of substitution
in Xj co1u Xj row

jr appiring this formula to the figures in Table 10 the ranges

in net revenues are computed as follows.

A possible
limit for range in
net revenue
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,Irrigated Crops on land (Row x1)

The net revenue used in budgeting the optimum was 36.93. The

net revenue of this enterprise may vary in the fol1odng manner.

Row Column 36.93 - 3,54

Cc 36,93 - 36.93

20 Column X7 36.93 - 36.93

Row Co1

Column

20 Column 36.93

olumn Xj 36.93

36.93 - : 36.93

36.93 - 2.37

It will be noted that the lowest net revenue is *i3. 54, This means

that the net revenue of Row Column X5 may drop to :;3,54 before this

particular Z - C value becomes negative. However, the net revenue in

Row can only drop to $10.12 before its Z - C value becomes

negative. This value is therefore the lower limit to which the net

revenue of this enterprise may drop without changing the optimum

plan. The net revenues of the three other activities remain constant.

The upper limit to which net revenue my rise is not determined. The

computation shows 36.93 but a rise above 36.93 haa no effect on the

optimum plan because all land I is usec for the enterprise at 36.93.

The range is therefore from l0.l2 to an unlimited value,

10.12

36.93

36.93
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Irrigated Crops on land il (Row X3) 

The net revenue used in budgeting the opUmum plan wa. 6.56, 

7 9670 
1.9759 

.8 
58 

6.56 

2.53 

The values closest to 6.56 are 2.53 nd 37.13. These two values are 

the lower and the upper limits of the range in whi3h net revenues 

ror this enterprise my change before a change in the optimum solu- 

tion occurs, provided the net revenues of the other three eiterprises 

remain constant. It will be noted that Row 20 Col allow a rise 

to 44.64 before ita Z - C value becomes negative. But the Z - C value 

of Row Cal becomes negative at a value of 37.13. Therefore the 

range is ;2.53 to 37.l3, 
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6.56 

63,7222 37.13 
- 2.0842 

6.56 
OC 

6.56 

This value may vary as follows. 

Cal. 6.56 

Row Cal X6 6.56 

Row 20 Cal X7 6.56 

iow 20 Col 6.56 

Row 20 Cal 6.56 

Row 20 Cal 6.6 

Row Col ¼ 6.56 



Non-Irri&ated Crps on land I; (Row X4)

The net revenue und in budgeting the optimun plan wa 3.4.28.

This value may vary as follows before the optirmun plan changes.

The range for this enterprise js fn 0 to 37.06. Th negative

values have no meaning in this analysis because the enterprise would

never enter into the optimum oi.tjon with a net revenue balow zero.

Non-Irjated Cro .s on land I

This enterprise is not in the optimum plan and only a rise in

net revenues to 79.37 to this iterprise can affect a change in the

optimum, assumed all other net r'venues unchanged. A drop in net

revenues has no effect on the optimum plan.

The variation in net revenues may be attributed to price as one

of the factors affecting changes in net revenue. This variation may

be calculated on basis of cost of the particular enterprise that enter

232.8507
1.1057

14.5785
1.021

7.9670
- 0.3498

-

1.000

- 200.83

0

37.06

14.26

- 158.42

14.28

14.28
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Col I 14.28

Row x6 14.28

1 14.28

a Col 14.28

Row 20 Co]. X2 14.28

Row Col 14.28

Row Col X, 14.28
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the solution. By ta.td.ng the four enterprisea one by one the percent-

age range in prices will be calculated.

Iriated çps on land ]
The range in net revenues is from 110.12 to unlim. The cost of

producing one ton of the enterprise is 55.O2. if net return over

costs is to be at least 1O.12 then the return must be at least

65.l4 (10.12 4 55.02). Maximum return must he 55.02 4 36.93 91.95.

The range in unit. prices is therefore 6549 iPO. 70.8 which mean

that the price xuar drop to 71 percent of its ofiginal value for this

enterprise. The upper limit of the price is unlimited because a rise

has no effect on the opttiwn plan.

Non-Irrigated Crop on land I

The cost of producing one ton is So if net returns is

to be .79.37 the returns may have to be .144.17.

The maximum price would then he 179 percent of the original

price which was 'r80.45 per ton (15.65 + 64.0).

No minimwu price exists bocause a drop in profits has no effect

on the optimum plan.

Irrigated Crops on land 1.1

The range in net revenues is 2.53 to 37.13. The cost of pro-

ducing one ton is 11.10, so if net r:turns are to be 2.53 and

37.13 then returns must be 43.63 ancR. ;48.23 resectively, The

price of one ton is i7.66.

Thus, prices may drop to a minimum of 77 percent of the on



price or rise to a maxiraum of 273 percent of the original price1

That is:
Minimum 13.63 x 100

17.66

Maxinwu 273
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Nonirrigated Crops on land II

The range in net revenue 3 0 to i.37.06.

The cost of producing one toz is 15.37. If net retunis ar to

.0 and :37.06 then returns must be 15.37 and $52.43 respectively.

Thus, prices may drop to a ndnimua 0i 52 percent or rise to i

maximum of 179 percent of the original price which is 29.65 per ton.




